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expanded uncertainty
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combined uncertainty for the output value of the
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x

difference between the calculated dimensional characteristics
of the control group blueberry fruits, y, and their measured
values, z
average value for the difference x
output value of the mathematical equation
result of the mathematical equation output value Y
direct measurement
measurement results of the direct measurement Z

x
Y
y
Z
zi
Greek
Δwb
Δx
α
β
γ
δ
εs
εv
τ
ωr

∂f(…,zi ,…)
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allowed increase of the fractionation slot width between the
belt sorter’s belts, wb, mm
the absolute error of the measurement device
inclination angle of the belt sorter fractionation area, deg
rotation scope of the adjustable belt drum handle, deg
support angle, deg
rotational angle of the adjustable belt drum handle, deg
shape factor of a blueberry fruit
volume parameter of a blueberry fruit, mg mm–3
usage factor of a total work time
rotational speed of the handle, rpm
partial derivatives of function f(…,Zi ,…) according to
variable Zi when Zi = zi (i = 1…n)
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INTRODUCTION
Estonia is situated in the northern part of Europe, an area in which
farming is a widespread. According to Estonia’s Ministry of Rural
Affairs (2017), the total amount of exported fresh fruits in 2016
(combined nomenclature No 0810) and frozen fruits (combined
nomenclature No 0811) was about 7.5 thousand tons, which equated
to a value of about 16.3 million euros (European Commission, 2017).
Of all exported fresh fruits (combined nomenclature No 0810) and
frozen fruits (combined nomenclature No 0811), about 1.4 thousand
tons were grown in Estonia. If we look at quantities, the biggest export
product in the edible fruits and nuts category has been frozen fruits
and berries (combined nomenclature No 0811). According to the
Estonian Ministry of Rural Affairs (2015), the self-sufficiency level for
fruits and berries during the 2012/2013 reporting period was 10.5%.
The sub-goal of the Estonian horticulture sector development plan for
2015–2020 is to increase this percentage to 15% by the year 2020.
Berry cultures like the garden strawberry, blackcurrant, raspberry,
grape, black arousal, and blueberry have the greatest growth potential
in Estonian berry growing (Estonia Ministry of Rural Affairs, 2015). It
was found that blueberries that are in high demand and which can be
successfully cultivated on the milled peat fields that are to be found in
Estonia are selling well on the domestic market, but are also being sold
to China (Strik, 2005; Starast et al., 2009). The biggest export product
being sent to China from Estonia in 2014 - period of January and
October that year - was frozen blueberries, and the percentage of
frozen blueberries out of all on the exported agricultural products and
food products being sent to China was 61%. However, only 2% of that
total was grown in Estonia (Estonian Ministry of Agriculture, 2015).
We can conclude that, in Estonia, the growing of vegetables, fruit, and
berries can be improved so that output covers the needs of the
domestic market while also allowing exports to increase. The great
need of a human workforce for seasonal harvesting is common in
horticulture. According to the Institute of Economics and Social
Sciences at the Estonian University of Life Sciences (2008), the high
requirements for a human workforce may be the biggest factor in
preventing the development of berry growing. One solution is to
increase the use of mechanical harvesting. According to berry growers,
the lack of technology or machinery is the main problem when it
14
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comes to the development of berry growing, especially on small farms,
and this in turn influences harvesting, preservation, and marketing
opportunities for berries (Estonian University of Life Sciences,
Institute of Economics and Social Sciences, 2008). Thanks to this
problem, the present thesis focuses on a post-harvest processing
technology for cultivated blueberries that have been grown on small or
medium-sized farms.
This doctoral thesis is largely based on four original publications and
two intellectual properties that are given at the end of this thesis. The
greatest novelties in the thesis are determined connections between the
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits, proposed post-harvest
processing technology for blueberries, and patented technical solutions
which will make the belt sorter adjustable. The structure of the thesis is
based on articles and patents as follows:
Part of thesis
Review of the literature
Connections between the dimensional
characteristics of blueberry fruits
Technology for post-harvest processing
of blueberries
Technical solutions to make belt sorter
adjustable
Technical peculiarities of developed
technical solutions to make belt sorter
adjustable
Fractionation tests
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Is based on
Article II
Article I
Article II
Patent I and II
Article III and IV
Article III

1. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
1.1. Growing blueberries
It was found in Paper II that, according to Vahejõe et al. (2010),
lowbush blueberry can be grown on milled peat fields, and its
production would bring these areas into economically-profitable use.
Exhausted and abandoned milled peat fields can be considered as one
of the largest areas of denudation to be caused by human activity in
Estonia (Purre, 2013). In 2009, the total area of exhausted and
abandoned milled peat fields was about 9,400 hectares. About 2,000
hectares of that was suitable for a restart of peat extraction (Ramst &
Orru, 2009). According to Ilomets (2011), in the next ten to fifteen
years up to 20,000 hectares of exhausted milled peat fields will be
added to this total. One hectare of exhausted milled peat field emits
about four to five tons of CO2 every year (Ilomets et al., 2010). We can
estimate that after a period of between ten to fifteen years there will be
around 29,400 hectares of exhausted milled peat fields which will emit
up to 147,000 tons of CO2 every year. Also, these areas are extremely
flammable during hot summer periods and, therefore, it is essential to
recover or re-cultivate these areas (Purre, 2013). Unfortunately, this
does not happen by itself and human assistance is required to achieve it
(Purre, 2013). It was found that abandoned milled peat fields are a
problem for all countries with peat deposits (Paal et al., 2007; Vahejõe
et al., 2010). The best places in Estonia in which berries can be picked
are located around Vihterpalu and Nõva (Paal, 2001). The crop yield
there is 800–900 kg per hectare but on milled peat fields the crop yield
is between 8–10 t per hectare (Paal, 2001). Vahejõe et al. (2010) claims
that if lowbush blueberries are cultivated on milled peat fields, the
benefit-to-cost ratio will be 227%.
According to Paper II, blueberries are highly perishable and their final
quality depends on their cultivar (Faria et al., 2005; Sinelli et al., 2008;
Eum et al., 2013). Blueberry plantation profitability will depend upon
the technology being used, the prevailing climatic conditions and also
the crop yield of the cultivar being grown (Vahejõe et al., 2010). The
blueberry was brought to Estonia’s bogs from Canada (Paal, 2001). In
Estonia, it is possible to grow a blueberry cultivar that can tolerate
northern climatic conditions and is winter hardy (Albert et al., 2010).
The great climatic danger for blueberries in Estonia is night frost
during the blooming season, which was responsible ruining blueberry
16
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crops in 2014. The number of blueberry species around the world
amounts to about 450 (Laansoo, 2005). Bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus)
and bog bilberry (Vaccinium uliginosum) grow naturally in Estonian
forests. Unfortunately, they are best adapted to growing in semi-shady
locations and therefore are not suitable for a plantation which has been
established in milled peat fields because they do not tolerate bright
sunlight in an open field (Starast, 2008). According to Starast et al.
(2005) and Albert et al. (2010) it is recommended that the half-height
growth blueberry varieties, Northblue and Northcountry, be cultivated
in Estonia, with these being gained from hybridisation between the
highbush blueberry, Vaccinium corymbosum, and lowbush blueberry,
Vaccinium angustifolium. In 2011, first blueberry variety Are, Vaccinium ×
atlanticum, to be bred in Estonia was introduced. Starast et al. (2005)
claims that the lowbush blueberry (Vaccinium angustifolium) is suitable
for production plantation on abandoned milled peat fields. Blueberry
varieties differ from each other by colour, taste, and physicalmechanical properties such as geometric dimensions, which can be
considered as being the main characteristic for fractionation (Bosoi et
al., 1977). The average diameter of the highbush blueberry, Vaccinium
corymbosum, fruit, D, is within range of D = 4–12 mm, the lowbush
blueberry, Vaccinium angustifolium, with a fruit average diameter, D, is
within the range of D = 3–12 mm, while the Northblue fruit average
diameter, D, can be up to D = 20 mm and the Northcountry fruit
average diameter, D, can be up to D = 10 mm (Starast et al., 2005;
Noormets, 2006; Hansaplant, 2015). According to the Estonian
Ministry of Rural Affairs (2015), the total area of cultural blueberries
fields is between 60–80 hectares in Estonia and forty farmers are
dealing actively with blueberry growing. Only a few blueberry growers
are managing to establish profitable blueberry farms in which are
mainly being grown blueberry varieties from North America. Two
good examples for blueberry farms are Marjasoo Farm and Metsa
Farm in Tartumaa. Frozen blueberry fruits from Estonia are sold allyear round in grocery shops, but fresh blueberry fruits are sold only
seasonally at the end of summer.
According to Forney (2009), the most crucial factor after the
harvesting of blueberry fruits is the right storage temperature. Higher
storage temperatures will result in a loss of firmness and will affect the
final marketing quality of blueberry fruits (NeSmith et al., 2002; Tetteh
et al., 2004; NeSmith et al., 2005; Nunez-Barrios et al., 2005; Paniagua
et al., 2013). The firmness of blueberry fruits is related to water loss,
17
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something that can be estimated by measuring weight loss (Paniagua et
al., 2013). Water loss in blueberry fruits is caused by a difference in
vapour pressure between the fruit and the surrounding environment,
and is also influenced by the area-to-volume ratio of blueberry fruits,
mechanical damage caused to the blueberry fruit’s skin, and storage
temperature (Kays, 1997; Willis et al., 1998; Eum et al., 2013). The loss
of moisture can be predicted when tracking the loss of weight in
blueberry fruits in the post-harvest chain (Paniagua et al., 2013). The
weight loss in blueberry fruits must be kept below 8% during the postharvest chain in order to minimise any softening of the blueberry fruits
(Paniagua et al., 2013). The best storage temperature for blueberry
fruits is at 0°C (Jackson et al., 1999; Forney, 2009). Jackson et al. (1999)
point out that cooling blueberry fruits to a temperature 5°C before
packing will also reduce microbial activity and, especially, when
blueberry fruits are unclean and being mistreated. In order to maintain
the quality of blueberry fruits, correct temperature management must
start immediately after harvesting by reducing the temperature of the
blueberry fruits (Forney, 2009). Blueberry fruits must be cooled down
within a timeframe of between 2–12 hours after harvesting (Starast et
al., 2005). The quality of blueberry fruits would also be better served if
cooling starts immediately after harvesting in the field. Accomplishing
a storage temperature of 0°C in the field will be difficult because there
is usually no available electricity supply for refrigeration units. It was
found in Paper II that the simplest method is to cover harvested
blueberry fruits with a reflective cover to protect them from solar
radiation (Forney, 2009). Starast et al. (2005) points out that this can
also be achieved by using a light, moistened fabric. The collection
point for harvested blueberry fruits can be located near the side of the
blueberry field, from where the blueberry fruits can be periodically
transported to the warehouse (Starast et al., 2005).
According to Yu et al. (2014) in harvesting and in the post-harvest
chain, it is important to keep the drop height of blueberry fruits low in
order to preserve their quality. When compared to long impact drops,
then for blueberry fruits, short impact drops are more harmful for
blueberry fruits because they result in excessive impact forces
(Mohsenin, 1986; Yu et al., 2014). When the drop height for blueberry
fruit onto a hard surface increases above 0.15 m, extensive bruising to
the blueberry fruit will occur (Brown et al., 1996). Yu et al. (2014)
indicate that conveyor belts on processing lines must be made of
plastic in order to lower the level of impact. Brown et al. (1996)
18
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indicate that using cushioning materials will also help to prevent
bruising in blueberry fruit with a drop height of up to 1.2 m.
It is essential that all materials and technological liquids in food
processing machines are approved when it comes to their coming into
contact with food (Food Standards Agency, 2009). Material that is
widely used in food processing machines is stainless steel because this
is corrosion-resistant, easy to clean, and usually does not require an
additional surface finish. Stainless steel of the type X2CrNiN19-11 is
recommended by Fischer et al. (2010) and the British Stainless Steel
Association (2015) when it comes to using it in food production.
The common fruit size for blueberry varieties that can be cultivated in
northern climatic conditions can be found in published literature and
these were given above. When it comes to constructing machinery to
be used in blueberries harvesting or the post-harvest processing of
blueberries, the parameter which describes the shape of the blueberry
fruit and the parameter which helps to calculate the volume of the
blueberry fruit are needed. Such parameters for blueberry fruits could
not be found in any published literature.
1.2. Harvesting blueberry fruits
In Paper II it was found that it is important to harvest blueberry fruits
at the right time, when the quality of the blueberry fruits is optimal for
the post-harvest chain and for consumption because the quality of
blueberry fruits cannot be improved after they have been harvested
(Forney, 2009). The right time to harvest blueberry fruits is one week
after they have reached the correct, uniform colour (Starast et al.,
2005). Blueberry fruits can be harvested either by handpicking or
mechanically. Something that must be taken into account is the fact
that every method of harvesting may result in damage to the blueberry
fruit or may remove its protective wax coating (Starast et al., 2005).
Handpicking is most blueberry-friendly method, and is preferred for
fresh market fruits. In Estonian blueberry farms, blueberry fruit
harvesting is for the most part handled mostly manually at the moment
(Vahejõe et al., 2010). One blueberry picker can pick 40–50 kg of large
blueberry fruits in a day (Starast et al., 2005). Handpicked blueberry
fruits can be collected into the boxes from which they are sold (Starast
et al., 2005). With this method of harvesting, the picker picks the
19
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blueberry fruits selectively from the plant. The picker can select the
blueberry fruit which is a suitable size and colour and remove
additional material when needed. This harvesting method is labourintensive but usually it doesn’t require the cleaning and fractionation of
harvested blueberry fruits.
The harvesting of blueberry fruits can also be carried out using a berry
rake to increase harvesting productivity. With this harvesting method,
blueberry fruits can be collected into bigger collection boxes or into
buckets. This harvesting method is less labour-intensive but it may
harm blueberry fruits more than handpicking and it also requires postharvest processing (Starast et al., 2005). When quantities of harvested
blueberry fruits are small, their cleaning and fractionation can be
carried out manually, but with larger quantities it is reasonable to use
an automated process.
It was found in Paper II that handpicking is not economically
profitable in bigger blueberry fields when compared to the use of
mechanical harvesting, with the latter being less labour intensive and
also having the lowest harvesting costs (Brown et al., 1996; Vahejõe et
al., 2010; Olt et al., 2013). For example, the productivity levels of a
machine harvester is about sixty times higher than they are with
handpicking (Brown et al., 1996; Käis & Olt, 2010). When choosing a
machine harvester, consideration has to be made for the fact that turf
soil in bogs will not bear heavy machinery (Olt & Arak, 2012; Olt et al.,
2013). In bog-related conditions, mechanical harvesting can be carried
out with a harvester which can variously be referred to as a motorblock harvester or a Darlington Harvester, or ´walk behind´ harvester
(Marra et al., 1989). Harvesting productivity levels with such a
harvester reach around 300 kg h-1 (Käis & Olt, 2010). A mechanicallyharvested blueberry mixture contains semi-ripe berries, bruised and
crushed berry fruits, different sizes of good quality blueberry fruits, and
other additional material (Soots et al., 2014).
1.3.

Post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits

It was found in Paper II that increasing the blueberry growing area on
blueberry farms may lead to a situation in which mechanical harvesting
must be used. Making in use of more productive harvesting methods
also requires productive post-harvesting processing technology.
Blueberry fruits harvested with a berry rake or with a mechanical
20
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harvester will usually need post-harvest processing to prepare the
blueberry fruits for sale. The fact that all operations related to postharvest processing may harm blueberry fruit quality has to be borne in
mind. Post-harvest processing technology must maintain the quality of
blueberry fruits. The shorter the post-harvest chain to the consumer,
and the less processing that the blueberry fruits have to undergo, the
better will be their levels of quality (Forney, 2009).
Two main steps in the post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits
involve cleaning them of light debris and fractionating them by size. A
blower cleaner, that are used in grain winnowers (Olt, 2015) can be
used to remove light debris from harvested blueberry fruits. According
to the results of initial tests and a review of general literature overview,
the most suitable fans for cleaning blueberry fruits of light debris are
centrifugal fans thanks to their sturdy and stable air flow (A&B
Packing Equipment, 2015; Lakewood Process Machinery, 2015). The
companies referred to in the previous sentence offer blower cleaners
with a mesh sieve to collect the cleared light debris from blueberry
fruits but these may become clogged. To avoid this, a solution has
been developed in which a tubular-shaped mesh sieve is cleaned
constantly with a rotary head (A&B Packing Equipment, 2015).
The most valuable blueberry fruits are large, good quality blueberry
fruits, while medium and small-sized blueberry fruits are not so
valuable (Starast et al., 2005; Forney, 2009). It is feasible to market
large, good quality blueberry fruits separately at a higher price. The
fractionation of harvested blueberry fruits can be achieved with
different methods such as a video sorter, roll sorter, line sorter, net
sorter, drum sorter or even a belt sorter (Recce et al., 1998; Grote and
Feldhusen, 2007; Kondo, 2009; Cubero, 2014, Soots et al., 2014).
Factors that influence the fractionation quality of potatoes are speed
and inclination angle of the fractionation area, α, and the feed quantity
of potatoes (Karolin & Pärli, 1998). It was decided that these factors
must also be taken into consideration during the development of
fractionation equipment for blueberry fruits. In order to be able to find
a suitable solution for blueberry fruits, different fractionation methods
were studied in Paper II and relevant patents from Espacenet (2015)
have been given in Table 1.1 (patents are ordered by their publication
year).
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Table 1.1. Relevant patents for post-harvest technology (Paper II; Espacenet, 2015).
Patent no
Year
The aim of patent
US 1681627 (A)
1928
Ripe berries settle in the bottom of the tank where
they are removed with conveyor
US 2018157 (A)
1935
Cleaning and washing apparatus with power driven
drum.
US 2210486 (A)
1940
Berry cleaner with fan, inclined conveyors, grading
belt and automatic container filler.
US 2316159 (A)
1943
Washing with water sprays, endless belts to carry
berries, freezer, equally diverged belts.
US 2591086 (A)
1952
Apparatus to remove foreign particles from berries
without immersing them into water
FR 1076299 (A)
1954
Grader
GB 745730 (A)
1956
Adjustable sorter with rails and endless band with
pyramid pads
FR 1248240 (A)
1960
Manually adjustable grader
CA 842562 (A)
1970
Berry cleaner and washer
AU 5757373 (A) 1975
De-stemmer with rotating drum
US 4279346 (A)
1981
Sorter with optical asynchronous detector, uses air jet
fractionation system
SU 822784 (A1)
1981
Grader
GB 2140712 (A) 1984
Manually adjustable sorter with belts
US 4542687 (A)
1985
Washer, to remove stems it uses discs with curved
slots
US 5203259 (A)
1993
Berry washer, to remove stems is uses de-stemming
rollers
EP 0884113
1998
Method and device for fractionation, adjustable slot
(A1)
between cords
WO 98 48951
1998
Adjustable grader solution with ridged belts
NZ 314846 (A)
1998
Adjustable grading apparatus
DE 10359369
2005
Manually adjustable sorter
(A1)
US 2006
2006
Adjustable fractionation apparatus with elastic
0113224 (A1)
conveyor bands
WO 2006
2006
Solution with support members and adjusting screwing
120706 (A1)
members for grading system with ridged belts.
US 2006
2006
Non-stationary de-leafer apparatus with blade
0162306 (A1)
assembly
US 2009
2009
Fractionation area is formed by rolls
0057208 (A1)

In Paper II a post-harvest processing method was found which some
berry growers are using. With that method, the inclined fractionation
area is formed by a moistened fabric. Harvested berries are poured into
the higher part of the inclined fractionation area and berries roll along
the fabric and into a collection box which is located at the lower part
of the inclined fractionation area. Debris such as leaves and branches
will remain on the fabric where they are removed manually by a worker.
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2. AIM AND TASKS OF THE THESIS
According to the overview of the available literature, the productivity
levels in blueberry growing can be increased by decreasing the required
time for the post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits. The aim of
this thesis was to increase the productivity of the blueberry fruits
fractionation equipment by increasing the usage factor of total work
time which depends upon the required adjusting time and ease of
adjustment when changing the cultivar of the processed blueberry fruit.
To fulfil the aim of the thesis, the following tasks were set:
1. Determine
connections
between
the
dimensional
characteristics of blueberry fruits.
2. Provide suitable technology for the post-harvest processing of
blueberry fruits and select suitable fractionation equipment for
it.
3. Develop technical solutions which will make the selected
fractionation equipment adjustable.
4. Study the technical peculiarities of the technical solution that is
developed.
5. Conduct fractionation tests with the prototype of the selected
fractionation equipment which should be equipped with the
developed technical solutions so that it becomes adjustable.
The current thesis has been divided into sections according to the tasks
outlined above. The methods and results which are presented in this
thesis can also be used in development work for processing technology
for other produce, but this was not something that was studied in this
thesis.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Finding connections between a dimensional characteristics
of blueberry fruits
According to Paper I, in order to determine connections between the
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits, fresh highbush
blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) fruits from Peru, purchased from a
grocery shop, along with frozen European blueberry (Vaccinium
myrtillus) fruits which were harvested in Estonia in summer 2016 were
used. A total of 72 randomly chosen blueberry fruits were used and
these were divided into two groups: randomly-chosen blueberry fruits
in the experimental group numbered 51, while a further 21 randomlychosen blueberry fruits were placed in the control group. The control
group was used to monitor the determined connections between the
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits which were obtained
through the experimental group.
The diameters D1 and D2 and the length lb (in some sources referred to
as a height) of each blueberry fruit was measured using a Mitutoyo
Absolut AOS Digimatic Caliper (Code No. 500-161-30), with an
accuracy level of ± 0.02 mm (Mitutoyo, 2017). The diameters D1 and
D2 of each blueberry fruit were measured so that the measuring point
of diameter D1 was perpendicular to diameter D2.
The mass of the blueberry fruit, mb, was measured with a Mettler
Toledo ME204 analytical scale and a maximum sample mass of 220 g,
a minimum sample mass (USP, typical) of 0.16 g, a repeatability of
0.1 mg (test mass 200 g), and a readability of 0.1 mg according to
Mettler Toledo (2017).
The volume of blueberry fruit, Vb, was measured using water and the
displacement method (hereinafter referred to as the ‘D Method’)
(Caroll, 2016). When the length lb and diameters D1 or D2 of the
blueberry fruit were below 10 mm, a 10 mL beaker with a graduation
of 0.1 mL was used. If D1 or D2 or lb was greater than 10 mm, then a
25 mL beaker with a graduation of 0.5 mL was used.
Nowadays coordinated metrology methods such as coordinated
measuring machines, optical measuring systems, and computed
tomography can be used to create 3D models of horticultural products
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or to measure their dimensions and volume (Carmignato & Savio,
2011; Marinello et al., 2016; Rogge et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). In
Paper I the volume of blueberry fruit, Vb, was also measured with a
laser scanner (hereinafter referred to as the ‘LS Method’). For this
purpose, a Nikon measuring arm was used, the MCAx20, combined
with a laser scanner, MMDx50, as shown in Fig 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Nikon measuring arm MCAx20 combined with a laser scanner
MMDx50.

This laser scanning system had an accuracy reading of 50 µm according
to Nikon Metrology NV (2017). The scanned measurement points for
blueberry fruits were processed using Nikon Focus software, and the
3D models obtained were saved in the STL format. Final repairing and
volume calculations for 3D blueberry fruit models were conducted
using SpaceClaim software (SpaceClaim Corporation, 2017). Thanks to
there being little information about available the uncertainty of
volumetric measurements which are obtained through the use of
coordinated measuring machines, in this thesis the volume accuracy of
the 3D blueberry fruit model was taken as 50 µm3 (Bills et al., 2007;
Carmignato & Savio, 2011).
On the basis of the experimental group’s measurements for diameters,
D1 and D2, length, lb, mass, mb, and volume, Vb, of the blueberry fruit,
the following connections between the dimensional characteristics of
the blueberry fruit were determined and described using mathematical
equations:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

mass, mb, and volume, Vb
dimensions D, lb, da (an average value of D and lb) and mass, mb
dimensions D, da, lb and volume, Vb
mass, mb, and volume, Vb

To aid visualisation, graphs were created from the mathematical
equations obtained, along with their trend lines with the value of R2
being added to show how close could be the data to the expected trend
line (Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011). In order to analyse the accuracy of
the obtained mathematical equations, the same measurements were
conducted with the control group. After that, the same dimensional
characteristics for blueberry fruits in the control group were estimated
on the basis of their other dimensional characteristics using
mathematical equations which were obtained previously from the
experimental group. The calculated control group data points were
included on the aforementioned graphs. Then the calculated
dimensional characteristics of the control group blueberry fruits, y,
were subtracted from their measured values, z, and the results obtained
were referred to as the difference x. The accuracy of the dimensional
characteristic mathematical equations for blueberry fruits were
determined upon the basis of the size differences by using MS Excel in
Paper I, and for the equations 3.1–3.10 the ISO/IEC Guide 98-3:2008
Part 3, Kirkup (1994) and Laaneots & Mathiesen (2011) were used.
The average value, x, for the difference, x, was calculated with the
equation (3.1) as follows:
1 n
x̅= ∑ xi ,
n
i=1

(3.1)

where n is number of parallel measurements. The experimental
standard deviation, s(x), was calculated with the equation (3.2) as
follows:
n
1
s(x)=√
∑ (x – x̅)2 .
n – 1 i=1 i

(3.2)

The experimental standard deviation in the mean, s(x), can be taken as
being equal to the type A evaluation of uncertainty, uA (x), and this was
calculated using the equation (3.3) as follows:
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uA (x̅ )=s(x̅ )=

s(x)
√n

(3.3)

.

The uncertainty of the measurement devices used, uB , were calculated
using the equation (3.4) as follows (confidence level p = 95%):
uB =

1.65Δx
√3

(3.4)

,

where Δx is the absolute error of the measurement device. The
mathematical equations for the dimensional characteristic of blueberry
fruits can be expressed as the measurement function (3.5) as follows:
Y=f(Z1 ,Z2 ,…,Zn ),

(3.5)

where Y is the output value of the mathematical equation and Z is the
direct measurement. The combined uncertainty, u(y), for the output
value of the mathematical equation, Y, can be expressed with the
equation (3.6) as follows:
u(y)=√[

where

∂f(…,zi ,…)
∂zi

∂f(z1 ,…,zi )
∂z1

2

u(z1 )] +…+ [

∂f(z1 ,…,zi )
∂zi

2

u(zi )] ,

(3.6)

is partial derivatives of function f(…,Zi ,…) according

to variable Zi when Zi = zi (i = 1…n), zi is the measurement results for
the direct measurement, Z, and u(zi ) is the combined uncertainty for
the direct measurement, Z. The cumulative uncertainty, u𝑐𝑐 , was
calculated using the equation (3.7) as follows:
uC =√u2A +u2B .

(3.7)

The expanded uncertainty, U, was calculated using the equation (3.8) as
follows:
U=kuC ,
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(3.8)

where k is coverage factor. The coverage factor, k, was calculated with
the function CONFIDENCE.T in Microsoft Excel and in this thesis
k = 2.09 when p = 95% and n = 21.
The accuracy of measurements, Ex , was calculated using the equation
(3.9) as follows:
Ex =

uC
.
x̅

(3.9)

The smaller the value of Ex , the more accurate was the measurement.
Based on the analogy between the geometric parameters and the
volume, Vb, and mass, mb, of the blueberry fruit (Olt, 2015), the
volume of the blueberry fruit, Vb, can found with equation (3.10) as
follows:
Vb =εs D1 D2 lb ,

(3.10)

where εs is shape factor of a blueberry fruit. Taking analogy from Olt
(2015), the shape factor, εs, can be found with equation (3.11) as
follows:
εs =

lb
√ D1 D2

.

(3.11)

The mass of the blueberry fruit, mb, can be found with equation (3.12)
as follows:
mb=εv εs D1 D2 lb ,

(3.12)

where εv is volume parameter of a blueberry fruit. The volume
parameter, εv, can be found with equation (3.13) as follows:
εv =

mb
.
ε s D1 D2 lb
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(3.13)

3.2. Proposing a technology for post-harvest processing of
blueberry fruits
The technological scheme which had been developed by Lakewood
Process Machinery (2015) was adopted as the basis when developing
the post-harvest processing technology for blueberry fruits on small
and medium-sized blueberry farms (Soots et al., 2014). According to
Soots et al. (2014), the post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits must
contain different work procedures, as shown in Fig 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Principle scheme of the post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits
(Soots et al., 2014).

The intake unit for the harvested blueberry mixture has to ensure a
continuous and balanced feed of harvested blueberry mixture to the
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processing line. Operations begin with the removal of larger branches
from the harvested blueberry mixture. Then, light debris (blueberry
leaves, pieces of other leaves and peat, etc) must be removed. Based on
the existing literature, this could best be done in an airflow, using the
different aerodynamic properties of the harvested blueberry mixture
components (A&B Packing Equipment, 2015; Lakewood Process
Machinery, 2015; Olt, 2015). The removal of excess material ends with
the stripping of stems from the blueberry mixture. This is followed by
the fractionation of blueberry fruits by size into two or three fractions
as required by the use a fractionation device. The first fraction is
formed by small blueberry fruits which are moved into an industrial
fraction container or into a rubbish container. Blueberry fruits of a
medium size which form the second fraction are packaged, deep
frozen, and then delivered to food industries. The third fraction
contains only blueberry fruits of the largest size and these are used as
fresh market blueberry fruits. After fractionation, bruised and crushed
third fraction blueberry fruits must be separated from good quality
blueberry fruits with the help of an inclined conveyor. Then the third
fraction blueberry fruits must be moved onto the picking table which is
formed by a conveyor belt from which semi-ripe blueberry fruits, for
example, are removed. The packaging of fresh market blueberry fruits
is carried out manually or with the use of an automatic packaging
machine. The poor quality blueberry fruits which have been removed
from the inclined conveyor and picking table are moved to an
industrial fraction container or to a rubbish container.
According to the aim of this thesis, the focus was placed on the
fractionation of blueberries, which is an important part of post-harvest
processing technology for cultivated blueberry fruits. Any fractionation
equipment must be simple to use for workers on small or mediumsized blueberry farms, and fractionation parameters should be easily
adjustable. In the review of the available literature it was found that
modern fractionation methods such as video grading may be too
complicated and/or too expensive for small and medium-sized
farmers. A belt sorter - something that is widely used - has a simple
form of construction, a low purchase price, and a degree of ease of use,
and it was selected for this thesis when it came to the fractionation of
blueberry fruits by size into two or three fractions as required (A&B
Packing Equipment, 2015; Lakewood Process Machinery, 2015; Olt,
2015). A fractionation area is formed along the belt sorter by linearlymoving belts. Objects which need to be fractionated are led onto the
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beginning of the fractionation area. Objects smaller than the width of
the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, fall through the
slots and objects which are larger than the width of the fractionation
slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, will be carried onto a collecting
box.
3.3. Finding technical solutions to make a belt sorter adjustable
One disadvantage of belt sorters is that shifting the belt pulleys on the
drum is a time-consuming process, one that is troublesome and which
requires great precision and attention (Soots et al., 2014). If different
varieties of blueberry fruits must be fractionated, several readjustments
of the belt sorter will decrease its productivity levels, Ws, during postharvest processing. The productivity levels of the belt sorter, Ws, can
found with equation (3.14) as follows:
Ws =

ms
(n – 1)vs τ,
ls s

(3.14)

where ms is the mass of the blueberry fruits in a row between two belt
sorter belts, ls is the length of the blueberry fruits in a row between two
belt sorter belts, ns is number of belts, vs is the linear speeds of the belt
sorter belts, and τ is the usage factor in terms of total work time ts. The
usage factor, τ, of total work time, ts, can found by taking an example
from Irman et al. (1970) with equation (3.15) as follows:
tw
tw
τ= =
,
ts tw +ta +te

(3.15)

where tw is time of fractionation, ta is the time for adjusting the width of
the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, and te is the
organisational time. In this thesis, the time, ta, for adjusting the width
of the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, was taken
equal with the time, tb, that is required for adjusting the distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp. Therefore, decreasing the
time, tb, for adjusting the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys,
wp, will increase the usage factor, τ, of total work time, ts, and therefore
it is possible to increase the productivity levels of the belt sorter, Ws.
Decreasing the required time, tb, for adjusting the distance between the
belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, when changing the variety of the
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fractionated blueberry fruit and increasing the ease of the procedure
was the main aim of the product development section of this thesis.
Conditions which need to be considered when developing a technical
solution that will make the belt sorter adjustable were as follows:
1. It must be user-friendly and simple to handle
2. The uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, (a percentage of
the blueberry fruits which fulfils the pass rule in a certain
fraction) must be above the lowest permissible value, Kmin
3. The required time, tb, for adjusting the distance between the
belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, must be less than the time required
for adjusting it manually, stage-by-stage
4. The distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, must be
adjustable simultaneously and also step-free
5. The distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, must be
adjustable in one single procedure and by using a manual
handle
In order to measure the time, tb, for adjusting the distance between the
belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, with the technical solution which has been
developed, comparative tests with a manual, one-by-one adjustable
technical solution were carried out.
3.4. Studying technical peculiarities of a developed technical
solutions to make a belt sorter adjustable
After adjusting the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys wp,
belt pulleys must be affixed firmly in order to guarantee the uniformity
of fractionated fractions, K, over lowest permissible value, Kmin. This
topic was studied in papers III and IV. The measuring scheme for the
backlash between two neighbouring belt pulleys, B1, which was used in
these papers is given in Fig 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Backlash B1 measuring scheme.

Measurements for the backlash between two neighbouring belt pulleys,
B1, were carried out at minimum, medium, and maximum distances
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp.
The measuring scheme that was used for the belt pulleys’ pendulum
backlash, B2, when belt pulleys are affixed at one point is given in Fig
3.4.

Figure 3.4. Backlash B2 measuring scheme.

Backlashes B1 and B2 were measured using a Mitutoyo Absolut AOS
Digimatic Caliper (code no 500-161-30). According to papers III and
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IV, it was decided that both backlash values must be less than the
permissible value BA = 0.5 mm in order to ensure the uniformity of
fractionated fractions, K, over the lowest permissible value, Kmin.
The distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, is regulated
manually by manually turning the handle. Due to this, the torque, Ma,
which is required to regulate the distance between the belt drum’s belt
pulleys, wp, was also studied in Paper IV. The test scheme is given in
Fig 3.5.

Figure 3.5. Measuring scheme for torque, Ma, to regulate distance between belt
pulleys (Paper IV).

Tests were carried out with the tensile testing system, Instron 5969,
and a 1 kN load cell was used. It was decided that all tests will be
carried out without belts or any force on the belt pulleys.
3.5. Conducting fractionation tests
The aim of the fractionation tests was to study the developed technical
solution in order to make the belt sorter adjustable under working
conditions using real blueberry fruits. It was decided that a belt drum
with the developed technical solution must be located at the back of
the belt sorter’s fractionation area as shown in Fig 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Fractionation test scheme (paper III).

In Fig 3.6, A1, A2, and A3 are measuring points for the width of the
fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, at the beginning,
middle, and end of the belt sorter fractionation area. According to
Paper III, fractionation tests were carried out at five regulation levels.
For fractionation tests, a mixture of the European blueberry (Vaccinium
myrtillus) fruits and cultivated lowbush blueberry (Vaccinium
angustifolium) fruits were used. Blueberry fruits were harvested two days
before the fractionation tests were carried out, and a total of 7 kg of
blueberry fruits was used. Blueberry fruits were fractionated using the
belt sorter into three fractions depending upon their size. After each
fractionation test, twenty blueberry fruits were randomly selected from
each fraction and the diameters, D1 and D2, and length, lb, of each
blueberry fruit was measured. Measurements were carried out using the
Mitutoyo Ablsolut AOS Digimatic calliper (code no 500-161-30). The
data obtained were analysed using MS Excel software. The diameters,
D1 and D2, and length, lb, were analysed separately. It was decided that
a clearance of C = 0.5 mm for the length, lb, and diameters, D1 and D2,
of the blueberry fruits was considered permissible in order to
compensate for the elastic deformation of the belt sorter’s belts during
the fractionation and deformation of blueberry fruits within the
measurement procedure. Something that also had to be defined was
whether or not the blueberry fruits must be of a certain fraction. For
this purpose, the following fractionation rules were established for use
in data analysis. The first fraction pass rules are as follows:
lb ≤ wb,A2,nn + C and D > wb,A2,nn + C
lb > wb,A2,nn + C and D ≤ wb,A2,nn + C
lb ≤ wb,A2,nn + C and D ≤ wb,A2,nn + C
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The nn is test figure. The first fraction fail rule is as follows:
lb > wb,A2, nn + C and D > wb,A2,nn + C
The second fraction pass rules are as follows:
lb ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and D ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and lb ≤ wb,A3,nn + C and D ≤ wb,A3,nn
+C
lb ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and D ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and lb > wb,A3, nn + C and D ≤ wb,A3,nn
+C
lb ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and D ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and lb ≤ wb,A3, nn + C and D > wb,A3,nn
+C
The second fraction fail rules are as follows:
lb < wb,A2, nn – C and D < wb,A2, nn – C
lb < wb,A2, nn – C and D ≥ wb,A2, nn – C
lb ≥ wb,A2, nn – C and D < wb,A2 nn – C
lb > wb,A3, nn + C and D > wb,A3, nn + C
The third fraction pass rule is as follows:
lb ≥ wb,A3, nn – C and D ≥ wb,A3, nn – C
The third fraction fail rules are as follows:
lb < wb,A3, nn – C and D ≥ wb,A3, nn – C
lb ≥ wb,A3,nn – C and D < wb,A3, nn – C
lb < wb,A3, nn – C and D < wb,A3, nn – C
For example, according to the third fraction pass rule, each blueberry
fruit that has a length, lb, and diameter, D, which is greater or equal to
the width of fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, minus
the permissible clearance C = 0.5 mm at measuring point A3 for test
nn must be of the third fraction. However, when one or both
dimensions are smaller, the blueberry fruit must be graded into another
fraction. Based on the analogy with potatoes (Olt, 2015), the lowest
permissible value for the uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, was
taken Kmin = 90%.
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4. RESULTS
4.1. Connections between the dimensional characteristics of
blueberry fruits
In Paper I the dimensional characteristics of the blueberry fruit in the
experimental group and control group remained within the ranges
given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. The range of dimensional characteristics for blueberry fruits (Paper I).
Dimensional characteristic
Minimum value
Maximum value
mb
0.14 g
3.4 g
Vb obtained with D Method
0.2 mL
3.9 mL
Vb obtained with LS Method
0.13 mL
3.6 mL
lb
6.05 mm
15.68 mm
D1 or D2
6.2 mm
20.8 mm

The real blueberry fruit and the 3D model of it are shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Real blueberry fruit (a) and 3D model of a blueberry fruit (b) (Paper I).

The following Figs 4.2–4.5 from Paper I indicate the mathematical
equations for the different dimensional characteristics of blueberry
fruits, showing their trend lines and also the data points for the control
group of blueberry fruits.
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Figure 4.2. Mass/volume graph for Vb that take into account mb and the control
group data points (Paper I).

Figure 4.3. Dimension/mass graph for mb that take into account D, lb, da that is
average value of D and lb and the control group data points (Paper I).
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Figure 4.4. Dimension/volume graph for Vb that take into account D, lb, da and the
control group data points, Vb being measured using the D Method (Paper I).

Figure 4.5. Dimension/volume graph for Vb that take into account D, lb, da and the
control group data points, Vb measured using the LS Method (Paper I).

According to Paper I, the accuracy of the mathematical equations
which describe the relationship between the dimensional characteristics
of blueberry fruits is shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Accuracy of the mathematical equations, which describe the relationship
between the dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits (Paper I).
𝒙𝒙 ± 𝑼𝑼, 95%,
Description of the mathematical equation
𝑬𝑬𝒙𝒙
k = 2.09*
Vb equation which takes mb into account (D Method)
10.73%
(0.3±0.5) mL
Vb equation which takes mb into account (LS Method)
0.79% (0.09±0.03) mL
mb equation which takes lb into account
6.03%
(–0.56±0.24) g
mb equation which takes the D into account
1.53%
(0.14±0.06) g
mb equation which takes the da into account
0.87%
(–0.09±0.03) g
Vb equation which takes lb into account (D Method)
10.86%
(0.2±0.5) mL
Vb equation which takes the D into account (D
11.12%
(0.4±0.5) mL
Method)
Vb equation which takes the da into account (D
10.94%
(0.3±0.5) mL
Method)
Vb equation which takes lb into account (LS Method)
14.69%
(0.0±0.6) mL
Vb equation which takes the D into account (LS
7.78%
(0.1±0.3) mL
Method)
Vb equation which takes the da into account (LS
14.86%
(0.0±0.6) mL
Method)
* The positive 𝑥𝑥 value indicates that the mathematical equation estimated the
calculated dimensional characteristic of blueberry fruit to be smaller than the
measurement results from the control group.

During the work of this thesis, the volume parameter, εv, (equation
3.14) remained within the range εv = 0.54–0.92 mg mm–3 and the shape
factor, εs, (equation 3.12) remained within the range εs = 0.67–0.96.
4.2. Technology for post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits
In Paper II it was found that equipment which handles the postharvest processing of blueberry fruits cannot be installed on a
blueberry harvester which is working in bog-related conditions because
added extra equipment of this nature will increase the weight of the
harvester itself, whereas the turf soil is entirely unsuited to carrying
such heavy loads (Olt & Arak, 2012; Olt et al., 2013). Today’s market
includes many a number of post-harvest processing lines for blueberry
fruits, but they need to be installed in a factory building (A&B Packing,
2015; Lakewood Process Machinery, 2015). This will be a problem for
small or medium-sized blueberry farmers because it will require a large
investment for a blueberry fruit processing line of which will only be in
use for about one or two months in a year.
In Paper II it was found that one option for the post-harvest
processing of blueberry fruits that are harvested using a berry rake or
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machine harvester is the MPC (in Paper II this was referred to as a
NSPC), where all the necessary processing steps are installed on a
trailer. The scheme for the MPC which was proposed in Paper II and
which follows the principle scheme for the post-harvest processing of
blueberries which was introduced by Soots et al. (2014) is given in Fig
4.6.

Figure 4.6. Scheme of the MPC (Paper II).

According to Paper II, the MPC can transported onto the field by
means of an ATV, for example. While the MPC is in use in the field,
the ATV can use for transporting harvested blueberry fruits to a
repository. The MPC can be installed onto a trailer stationary or it can
be detachable. A suitable trailer would, for example, be a Respo
750M301L150 KIOSK trailer with a height of 1.6 m, a length of 3 m, a
width of 1.5 m, and a load capacity of 300 kg (Respo Trailers, 2015).
This trailer type is covered by a tent on all sides and above to protect
the blueberry fruits and equipment from rain and solar radiation but its
4.5 m2 size area will not be sufficient. It was found in Paper II that
lateral areas of the MPC which are covered by a solar radiationreflective tent can use to store blueberry fruits. The MPC can work
using an electrical power source which is obtained from a generator
with an internal combustion engine, for example.
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The first part of the MPC is the reception area, where the harvested
blueberry mixture is poured from collection boxes into a bottomless,
downwardly-tapered reception container which is installed above the
feed conveyor (Lakewood Process Machinery, 2015; A&B Packing
Equipment 2015). The purpose of the feed conveyor is to supply the
subsequent MPC processing parts with an even flow of harvested
blueberry mixture. The layer height of the harvested blueberry mixture
on the feed conveyor can be determined by the distance between the
reception conveyor and the reception container. The feed rate for the
harvested blueberry mixture from reception container to the next MPC
processing part can be controlled by the linear speed of the reception
conveyor. The reception container’s volume must be at least double
that of the collection box in order to ensure the trouble-free work of
the MPC.
The next part on the MPC is the branch remover. Branches can results
in jams in different parts of the MPC. Thanks to this, the branch
remover must be located at the beginning of the MPC. Lakewood
Process Machinery (2015) produce branch removers that include a set
of rollers with grooves to form a roller conveyor, and a similar solution
can be used on the MPC. With that solution in place, blueberry fruits
fall through slots between the rollers, and branches and leaves are
carried over to the rubbish container.
The next part on the MPC is the blower cleaner, where light rubbish is
removed from the blueberry fruits. In order to maintain the quality of
the blueberry fruits, the harvested blueberry mixture is transported
through the blower cleaner on a wire belt conveyor. Outgoing airflow
from the blower cleaner can be used to cool harvested and processed
blueberry fruits in the storage area, which is located to the side of the
MPC. Processed blueberry fruits in the storage area must be kept clean
and, therefore, the outgoing airflow from the blower cleaner must be
filtered by a mesh sieve, for example. Cleaning the mesh sieve can be
handled by using a solution similar to that used by A&B Packing
Equipment (2015).
The next part on the MPC is the fractionation of blueberry fruits by
their size. According to Section 3.2 of this thesis, a belt sorter is
selected to be used in the MPC. The width of the fractionation slot
between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, must be adjustable so that the same
belt sorter can be used with different cultivars of blueberry fruits. The
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idea of fractionation is to separate larger and more valuable blueberry
fruits from smaller and less valuable blueberry fruits. With a belt sorter,
blueberry fruits can be fractionated into two or three fractions. Small
and medium-sized blueberry fruits can be marketed in a frozen form to
food industries, and larger blueberry fruits can be marketed fresh in
grocery shops or at food markets.
To remove bruised blueberry fruits and any remaining non-round
rubbish from fresh market blueberry fruits and therefore decrease the
work of the worker on the inspection conveyor, the inclined conveyor
can be used on the MPC. With the inclined conveyor, round-shaped
objects roll off the inclined conveyor onto the inspection conveyor and
non-rounded objects are transported on the conveyor to the rubbish
box.
The remaining rubbish and low quality blueberry fruits are manually
removed from the inspection conveyor, leaving only the fresh market
blueberry fruits. After that, the fresh market blueberry fruits are
collected in boxes and moved to the storage area. The inspection
conveyor must be ergonomically designed because work on the
inspection conveyor is carried out by human workers. For example, if
we consider the picking table height to be 0.1 m above the floor of the
trailer, then the maximum width for the conveyor is 0.37 m (PutzAnderson, 1988; Konz & Johnson, 2000). Otherwise the width of the
inspection conveyor will not match up to the maximum reach distance
of the average worker (Putz-Anderson, 1988; Konz & Johnson, 2000).
According to Paper II, all sections of the MPC must at least be
partially adjustable to ensure MPC flexibility and to use the processing
speed at the beginning of processing for making fine adjustments. The
adjustable areas must include the MPC itself in terms of ensuring that
it is perfectly level, the layer height of the harvested blueberry mixture
on the feed conveyor, the linear speed of the feed conveyor, the linear
speed of the blower cleaner’s wire belt conveyor, the speed of the
airflow from the blower cleaner, the linear speed of the belt sorter’s
belts vs, the width of the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s
belts, wb, the inclination angle of the belt sorter fractionation area, α,
the linear speed of the inclined conveyor, the inclination angle of the
inclined conveyor, and finally the linear speed of the inspection
conveyor. Factors which must be considered include the use of the
proper construction materials, all of the side panels must be removable
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so that they can be cleaned, the conveyor and screens must be made
of, or covered with, soft material to avoid any bruising to the blueberry
fruits, an even airflow from the blower cleaner, an air filter for the selfcleaning blower cleaner and the inspection conveyor must be equipped
with proper lighting so that workers can also work in darker
conditions.
It was found in Paper II that the optimum number of workers required
to run the MPC is three. If blueberry fruits for the fresh produce
market are packed on the field, then one extra worker will be needed to
do that job. The MPC works in an outdoor environment and therefore
all electrical and mechanical systems must be of a suitable class of
protection class. The weight of processed blueberry fruits in collection
boxes must be measured in order to evaluate the water loss rates for
the harvested blueberry fruits. A fixed weight for all collection boxes
will simplify the monitoring of the weight loss and therefore water loss
for the blueberry fruits.
4.3.

Technical solutions to make belt sorter adjustable

The task of developing a technical solution which would ensure that
the belt sorter was adjustable was solved with the adjustable belt drum.
During the development of this thesis, two technical solutions were
developed for a smoothly adjustable belt drum in order to make the
belt sorter adjustable, and these are described in Patent I (which,
hereinafter, is referred to as the 1st generation solution), and in Patent
II (which, hereinafter, is referred to as the 2nd generation solution). The
kinematics scheme for the 1st generation solution in given in Fig 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Kinematics scheme for 1st generation solution (Patent I).
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The construction of the 1st generation solution is described in Patent I
and in Soots et al. (2014). The 1st generation solution has belt pulleys
(310) with intervals which can be changed simultaneously and in a
step-free manner. The key structure of the 1st generation solution is a
single-piece steering shaft (320) which determines how many belt
pulleys the adjustable belt drum possesses and what are the minimum
and maximum values of the distance between the belt drum’s belt
pulleys, wp. The steering shaft (320) is equipped with variable step
guiding grooves (321, 322, & 323), while at one side of the circular
groove (321), located at the centre of the steering shaft (320), there are
guiding grooves with a right-handed thread (322), while on the other
side are the grooves with a left-handed thread (323). Thread
handedness is consistent with Fischer et al. (2010). In this thesis, the
steering shaft (320) for the 1st generation solution was manufactured
using CNC milling. The steering shaft (320) is installed inside a pipeshaped case (340). The pipe-shaped case (340) is equipped with one
longitudinal opening (341), which is meant for directing the movement
of the steering levers (330) by the axis of the pipe-shaped case (340).
One tip (331) of each steering lever (330) which is positioned through
the pipe-shaped case’s longitudinal opening (341) is rigidly attached to
a belt pulley (310), while the other tip (332) is located in the steering
shaft groove (321, 322, 323). The steering shaft (320) is rigidly
connected with a regulating lever (350) and handle (360), through
which the steering shaft (320) can be rotated in the pipe-shaped case
and the distance between between the belt drum’s belt pulleys (310) wp
can be changed. The affixing of the steering shaft’s (320) position is
solved with a disc with split holes (390) which is rigidly connected with
a pipe-shaped case (340), and with a fixed disk (370), with a fixator
(380) which is rigidly attached to the regulating lever (350) by means of
a handle (360).
With the 1st generation solution, belt pulleys are affixed to the key
structure at a single point. To affix belt pulleys firmly to the key
structure and avoid backlashes between belt pulleys in working
situations, extra fixing points are required. Adding extra fixing points
to belt pulleys of 1st generation solution was not possible because the
steering shaft’s guiding grooves will overlap each other, potentially
causing malfunctions during the adjustment process. In order to solve
this problem, 2nd generation solution was developed. The biggest
change in the construction of the adjustable belt drum was new key
structure which allows extra belt pulleys fixing points to be added to
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the key structure. The key structure of the 2nd generation solution
contains a whole set of cores and sleeves as given in Fig 4.8.

Figure 4.8. Key structure for 2nd generation solution (Paper IV, Patent II).

During the development of this thesis, the cores and sleeves for the 2nd
generation solution were manufactured using two different methods:
3D printing (hereinafter referred to as the 2nd generation FDM
solution) and CNC milling and turning (hereinafter referred to as the
2nd generation CNC solution). 3D printing is widely used for this kind
of rapid prototyping (Wu et al., 2015). 3D printing can come in many
different technologies but, in this thesis, FFF 3D printing was used.
This 3D printing technology was chosen because of its ability to
manufacture complex parts quickly and easily with modest costs. The
idea of FFF technology is to create details layer-by-layer using
thermoplastic filament (Wu et al., 2015; Palermo, 2013). In this thesis,
Stratasys uPrint SE Plus was chosen which uses FDM 3D printing
technology. FDM is equivalent to FFF but FDM is trademarked by
Stratasys Ltd. The reason for this 3D printer being selected is the fact
that it allows soluble support material to be printed in addition to the
basic material. Protruding parts of the detailing need to be supported
from below because FFF 3D printing technology doesn’t allow
printing into fresh air. Many FFF technology 3D printers print the
parts and required supports using the same material. After printing,
supports are removed mechanically, running the risk of reducing the
quality of the detail surface. With the Stratasys uPrint SE Plus 3D
printer the supports are printed with a soluble material that is later
removed in a special cleaning machine. In this thesis, the Stratasys
WaveWash support cleaning system was used to remove supports from
the core and sleeve. The printing layer height was set to 0.254 mm
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(Stratasys Ltd., 2016). To ensure core rotational movement in the
sleeves, a clearance of 0.25 mm between the printed parts was chosen
for 3D printing (Peets, 2016). For CNC milling and turning, the
Doosan Puma 400lm was used. The assembly drawing for 2nd
generation solution is given in Fig 4.9.

Figure 4.9. Assembly drawing for 2nd generation solution (Patent II).

The number of sleeves (15) and cores (16) required depends upon the
number of belt pulleys (13) required. The distance between the belt
drum’s belt pulleys, wp, (13) depends upon the distance between sleeves
(15). The distance between the sleeves can itself be changed when the
cores (16) which are installed between the sleeves (15) are rotated. To
rotate the sleeves (15), a hexagonal shaft (19) is installed through a
hexagonal hole in each core and is connected to the regulating lever
(23) by means of a handle (24). The key structure of 2nd generation
solution is installed inside a pipe-shaped case (17) as with the 1st
generation solution. When compared to the 1st generation solution, the
pipe-shaped case (17) of 2nd generation solution has three longitudinal
openings (35) for extra belt pulley affixing points to the key structure.
Each longitudinal opening (35) on the 2nd generation solution has two
bridges in the middle, as shown in Fig 4.10. A hole (36) is used to affix
the middle sleeve (37).
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Figure 4.10. Bridges in between longitudinal openings (1. Longitudinal openings; 2.
Bridges; 3. Opening for middle belt pulley fixing element).

Other components of the 2nd generation solution that are not
mentioned in the text but which are given in Fig 4.9 have a similar
objective to the components used in the construction of the 1st
generation solution. A comparative picture of the 1st and 2nd generation
solutions is given in Fig 4.11.

Figure 4.11. 1st and 2nd generation solutions.

Tests to measure time, ta, for adjusting the distance between the belt
drum’s belt pulleys, wp, at one time with adjustable belt drum were
conducted only with the 1st generation solution. The reason is that
because with the 2nd generation solution, the procedure for adjusting wp
is the same. The adjustment procedure for wp was as follows:
1. Releasing the fixator (380) given in Fig 4.7
2. Adjusting and measuring the distance between the belt drum’s
belt pulleys, wp, by turning handle (360), as given in Fig 4.7
3. The affixing fixator (380), as given in Fig 4.7
The adjustment procedure for measuring time ta in order to manually
adjust the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, one by one,
was as follows:
1. Releasing all of the belt pulley’s fixator bolts (every belt pulley
had one fixator bolt)
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2. Manually adjusting and measuring the distance between the belt
drum’s belt pulleys, wp, one by one
3. Affixing the belt pulley fixator bolts one by one
Both belt drums had 23 belt pulleys, and belt drums were not installed
on the belt sorter. The measuring results for adjusting time, ta, for the
distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, is given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3. Measuring results for adjusting time ta.
wp, mm
ta, s
Initial value
Final value
1st generation
FDM
0
5
50
5
6
40
6
2
32
2
4
40
4
0
8
Average
34

Manually
adjustable
410
332
282
315
81
284

All tests for adjusting time, ta, were performed without belts or any
force on belt pulleys.
4.4. Technical peculiarities of developed technical solutions to
make belt sorter adjustable
Due to the structural differences, the 1st generation solution prototype
had 23 belt pulleys, while the 2nd generation FDM and CNC solution
prototype has seventeen belt pulleys. The minimum, medium, and
maximum distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys wp for the 1st
and 2nd generation FDM and CNC solutions are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, in the 1st and 2nd
generation FDM and CNC solutions (Paper IV).
wp, mm
1st gen
2nd gen FDM
2nd gen CNC
Minimum
Medium
Maximum

0
3
6

0
6
10

The measuring results of backlash B1 are given in Fig 4.12.
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0
6
10

Figure 4.12. Backlash B1 measuring results (Papers III and IV).

The backlash B1 experienced with the 1st generation solution could not
be measured with a minimum value of wp because the belt pulleys were
pressed tightly against each other, and no measurements were
obtained.
Measurements for backlash B2 were taken at the medium distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp. In the case of the construction
of the 1st generation solution, each belt pulley has one affixing point to
the steering shaft and measurements were taken on the opposite side
of these. In the case of the solution construction of the 2nd generation,
each belt pulley has three affixing points to the sleeve and
measurements were taken on the opposite side of each affixing point.
The measuring results of backlash B2 are given in Fig 4.13.
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Figure 4.13. Average backlash B2 (Papers III and IV).

To be able to measure the required torque, Ma, the regulating lever
were used, which has a diameter of Drl = 29.90 mm for the 1st
generation solution and Drl = 30.09 mm for the 2nd generation FDM
solution. For testing purposes, two tensile speeds vt = 30 mm min–1
and vt = 130 mm min–1 were used. Following the tests it could be seen
that the rotational speeds of the handle, ωr, for the 1st generation
solution were ωr = 0.32 min–1 and ωr = 1.384 min–1, while for the 2nd
generation FDM solution the results were ωr = 0.318 min–1 and
ωr = 1.376 min–1. The handle’s rotation scope, β, for the 1st generation
solution this was β = 340 deg and for the 2nd generation FDM solution
β = 215 deg. The measurement results for the required torque, Ma, to
increase and decrease the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys,
wp, in the 1st and 2nd generation solutions is given in Fig 4.14.

Figure 4.14. Measuring results of required torque, Ma, to regulate the distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp (Paper IV).
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Measuring results for the required torque, Ma ,to regulate the distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, in the 1st generation solution
are shown in Fig 4.15 (with a handle position of δ = 0 deg indicating
the minimum distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp), and in
Fig 4.16 (δ = 0 deg indicates the maximum distance between the belt
drum’s belt pulleys, wp).

Figure 4.15. Measuring results of required torque, Ma, to increase the distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, for the 1st generation solution with two
rotational speeds of the handle, ωr (Paper IV).

Figure 4.16. Measuring results of required torque, Ma, to decrease the distance
between belt pulleys, wp, for the 1st generation solution with two rotational speeds of
the handle ωr (Paper IV).

The measurement results for the required torque, Ma, to regulate the
distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, in the 2nd generation
FDM solution are shown in Fig 4.17 (δ = 0 deg indicates the minimum
value of wp), and in Fig 4.18 (δ = 0 deg indicates the maximum value of
wp).
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Figure 4.17. Measuring results of required torque, Ma, to increase the distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, for the 2nd generation FDM solution with
two rotational speeds of the handle, ωr (Paper IV).

Figure 4.18. Measuring results of required torque, Ma, to decrease the distance
between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, for the 2nd generation FDM solution with
two rotational speeds of the handle, ωr (Paper IV).

4.5. Fractionation tests
Due to the large backlash B2 in the 1st generation solution, fractionation
tests were carried out with the 2nd generation solution, which was
equipped with CNC milled and turned key structure components. The
technical parameters for the belt sorter prototype are given in Table
4.5.
Table 4.5. Technical parameters for the belt sorter prototype that was used for
fractionation tests (paper III).
Parameter
Value
vs
0.12 m s–1
length of the belt sorter’s fractionation area, lf
758 mm
0 deg
α
Fractionation area width wf at A1
233 mm
Minimum value of wf at A3
281 mm
Maximum value of wf at A3
406 mm
Db
10 mm
ns
17 pcs
nf
16 pcs
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According to Paper III, the width of the fractionation slot between the
belt sorter’s belts, wb, for every regulation level is given in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6. Measuring results for the width of the fractionation slot between the belt
sorter’s belts, wb (Paper III).
Measuring
wb, mm
point
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
A1
4.05
4.05
4.05
4.05
4.05
A2
5.41
6.11
7.37
8.19
9.0
A3
6.59
8.07
10.64
11.70
14.08

Taking into account the discovered relationships between the different
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits, the covering cloth
(shown in Fig 3.6) was installed above the belts which roll the
blueberry fruits that are on the belts and increase the uniformity of
fractionated fractions, K. The overall uniformity of fractionated
fractions, K, in tests, nn, is given in Fig 4.19.

Figure 4.19. Overall uniformity of fractionated fractions, K (paper III).

The uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, for all of the fractionation
tests, nn, is given separately in Fig 4.20.
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Figure 4.20. Uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, for all performed fractionation
tests, nn (paper III).

It was found in Paper III that the most problematical area was the
uniformity, K, of third fraction. A more detailed analysis of the third
fraction in Test 5 is shown in Fig 4.21.

Figure 4.21. Third fraction composition in Test 5 (paper III).

As shown in Fig 4.21, there were three types of blueberry fruit that
failed to meet the pass rule of the third fraction.
4.6. Improvements on the basis of the results
According to the results obtained through the 1st generation solution,
and with the 2nd generation solution which was equipped with 3D
printed and with CNC milled and turned key structure components, it
was decided to continue development work with the 1st generation
solution. The main development task was to decrease the size of the
backlash B2, clearly the biggest problem in the 1st generation solution.
The analysis of the obtained test results mentioned above led to the
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upgrade of the 1st generation solution by adding five threaded ball
spring plungers to each belt pulley in the 1st generation solution (Fig
4.22).

Figure 4.22. Upgraded 1st generation belt pulley with threaded ball spring plungers.

The rest of the 1st generation solution structure remained as it was
before the upgrade. In addition, the minimum, medium, and maximum
distances between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, in the upgraded 1st
generation adjustable belt drum remained the same as before, and these
values were given in Table 4.4.
With the upgraded 1st generation solution, the same methods to
measure backlashes B1 and B2 as given in Section 3.4, were used, and
the measurement results are given in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7. Average value of the backlashes B1 and B2.
1st gen
Upgraded 1st gen 2nd gen FDM
B1
0.26
0.23
0.57
B2
9.69
6.68
1.47

2nd gen CNC
0.34
1.78

Fractionation test results in Paper III showed that the uniformity of
fractionated fractions, K, was most problematic area if the width of the
fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, at measuring point
A3 was at its maximum. Thanks to this, an extra fractionation test was
conducted with the upgraded 1st generation solution now being
equipped with a new belt sorter frame. Taking into account the
observed relationships between the different dimensional
characteristics of blueberry fruits and the results of previous
fractionation tests, the new belt sorter frame was given a longer length
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of fractionation area, lf, and the option to change the inclination angle
of the fractionation area, α (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8. Technical parameters for the belt sorter prototype to study 1st generation
upgraded adjustable belt drum (Heering, 2017).
Parameter
Value
vs
0.12 m s–1
lf
1460 mm
0, 5 and 10 deg (adjustable)
α
wf at measuring point A1
318 mm
Minimum value of wf at measuring point A3
318 mm
Maximum value of wf at measuring point A3
450 mm
Db
10 mm
ns
23 pcs
nf
22 pcs

The belt sorter with a new frame is shown in Fig 4.23.

Figure 4.23. Belt sorter with a new frame.

The idea behind an inclined sorting area was to create a situation in
which blueberry fruits could start rolling along the belt sorter’s belts
and the cover cloth for rolling blueberry fruits along the belt sorter’s
belts could be abandoned. For the purpose of fractionation tests, a
maximum width of the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s
belts, wb, at measuring point A3 was used (Table 4.9).
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Table 4.9. Measuring results for the width of the fractionation slot between the belt
sorter’s belts, wb (Heering, 2017).
Measuring position
wb, mm
A1
3.92
A2
6.82
A3
9.92

For fractionation tests, a mixture of frozen European blueberry
(Vaccinium myrtillus) fruits and fresh highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
corymbosum) fruits were used with a total mass of 350 g for each
fractionation test. The methods being used to analyse the uniformity of
fractionated fractions, K, were same as in Paper III. The uniformity of
fractionated fractions, K, for all fractionated fractions are given in Fig
4.24.

Figure 4.24. Uniformity of fractionated fractions, K (Heering, 2017).

Increasing the inclination angle of the belt sorter’s fractionation area, α,
had a positive effect, especially on the uniformity, K, of third fraction.
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5. DISCUSSION
Based on the results obtained in Paper I, the minimum mass, mb, of
blueberry fruits given in Table 4.1 is common for European blueberry
(Vaccinium myrtillus) fruits and those of the lowbush blueberry
(Vaccinium angustifolium) fruits (Starast et al., 2007), but the maximum
mass, mb, is rather common for the half-highbush blueberry (Vaccinium
corymbosum × Vaccinium angustifolium) fuits (Starast et al., 2007) and for
the highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) fruits (Remberg et al.,
2006). A similar difference between blueberry species and varieties
applies when their diameters, D, are studied (Starast et al., 2007), along
with their volumes, Vb (Correia et al., 2016). We can conclude that the
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits are linked, and these
characteristics can be used for various purposes. The mathematical
equation for the volume of a blueberry fruit, Vb, which takes into
account the mass, mb, or dimensions D, lb or da of the blueberry fruit
was more accurate when it was based on the volume of the blueberry
fruit, Vb, as measured using the LS Method thanks to the better levels
of accuracy of the laser scanning system being used for this process.
The most accurate results for measuring the volume of the blueberry
fruit, Vb, were obtained with a mathematical equation that takes into
account the mass of the blueberry fruit, mb, along with the
mathematical equation itself being based on the volume of the
blueberry fruit, Vb, as measured with the LS Method. The volume of
blueberry fruit, Vb, can also be estimated using mathematical equations
that take into account the dimensions D, lb or da of the blueberry fruit,
but the accuracy levels of these mathematical equations were smaller.
In this case, the most accurate results were obtained when using the
mathematical equation that was based on the volume of blueberry fruit,
Vb, as measured with the LS Method, and which takes into account the
average diameter, D, of the blueberry fruit. Taking into account the
overall average dimensions, da, of the blueberry fruit failed to increase
the accuracy of the mathematical equation for blueberry fruit volume,
Vb. Measuring the volume of blueberry fruits, Vb, is somewhat
complicated and, therefore, the mathematical equations that are
presented in this thesis provide an opportunity to predict the volume
of blueberry fruit, Vb, in the field, which can be taken into account
when adjusting the width of the fractionation slot between the belt
sorter’s belts, wb. The mass of the blueberry fruit, mb, which can vary
within rather wide limits (Remberg et al., 2006) can estimate most
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accurately by using mathematical equation which takes into account the
overall average dimension of the blueberries fruit, da.
The relationships that have been discovered between the different
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits can be taken into
account when it comes to improving or developing a measurement
method which must emulate the real blueberry fruit. Xu & Li (2015)
have designed a rounded blueberry fruit impact recording device
(named BIRD) which can be used to measure the mechanical impacts
upon blueberry fruits at the time of post-harvesting handling (Xu et al.,
2015). The results presented in this thesis can be used when improving
or developing any similar recording equipment that may be similar to
BIRD. For accurate measurement results, the relationship between
dimensional characteristics of the blueberry fruit must be as similar as
possible to those of the real blueberry fruit. According to Olt (2015),
when talking about potatoes, the shape factor, εs, which was in the
thesis within the range εs = 0.67–0.96 shows that the blueberry fruit is
round. The blueberry fruit is clearly of a smaller size when compared
to a potato, however, the shape of the blueberry fruit can be
considered an oblate due to their average diameter, D, still being
greater than their length, lb, which is common for blueberry fruits
according to Parra et al. (2007) and Tasa et al. (2012). This information
is also useful when designing a blueberry picking device (Arak & Olt,
2014) or fractionation equipment (Soots et al., 2014). The results
obtained which indicate that the fractionating of blueberry fruits using
a belt sorter must be carried out on the basis of the dimensional
parameters of the smallest blueberry fruit, which is the length, lb, of the
blueberry fruit, in order to ensure the uniformity of the fractionated
fractions, K, over the lowest permissible value, Kmin. This confirms the
information obtained from Karolin & Pärli (1998) which showed that
the blueberry fruit on a belt sorter’s belts must be rolled in order to
ensure a high levels of the uniformity of fractionated fractions, K.
During the development of this thesis, suitable technology was
provided for the post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits which can
be brought into use on small or medium-sized blueberry farms. It was
decided that the belt sorter would well suit with the provided
processing technology. Two patented technical solutions to make the
belt sorter adjustable were introduced to increase the productivity
levels, Ws, of the belt sorter. If we use the measurement results of ta
which were given in Table 4.3, and if ls = lf = 758 mm, ms = 128 g,
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vs = 0.12 m s–1, ts = 8 h, te = 0.5 h, and the width of the fractionation
slot between the belt sorter’s belt, wb, need to be changed five times for
every eight hour shift, then the theoretical productivity levels, Ws, will
be greater at around 48.2 kg h–1 when using the 1st generation solution.
This will result in around 385 kg more fractionated blueberry fruits in
an eight hour shift.
Test results showed that the backlash between two neighbouring belt
pulleys B1 in the 1st generation solution was smaller than that of 2nd
generation FDM solution. For example, at an average distance between
the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, the average backlash between two
neighbouring belt pulleys B1 in the 1st generation solution was
B1 = 0.42 mm but, in the case of 2nd generation, FDM solution, the
average backlash B1 was B1 = 0.61 mm under the same conditions.
Thanks to the required clearance between 3D printed parts, the
backlash between two neighbouring belt pulleys B1 is bigger than the
permissible value BA = 0.5 mm and the size of the backlash depends
upon the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp. The desired
backlash between two neighbouring belt pulleys B1 must not exceed
BA = 0.5 mm and must not be dependent upon the distance between
the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp. It was also found that the backlash B1
for the 2nd generation solution’s outermost belt pulley relative to the
middle belt pulley depends upon the backlash B1 in other belt pulleys
which are between them. This is caused by the constructional
peculiarities of 2nd generation solution where the outermost sleeve is
connected to the middle sleeve through all cores and sleeves between
them, and the clearances of all of the threads accumulate. The backlash
B1 in the 1st generation solution’s outermost belt pulley relative to the
middle one does not depend on backlash B1 in other belt pulleys
between them because every thread is independent on a single solid
steering shaft.
The pendulum backlash B2 in the 1st generation solution’s belt pulleys
was at a maximum of B2 = 10.57 mm but 2nd generation FDM solution
has a maximum belt pulley backlash B2 = 2.31 mm, and we can say that
2nd generation FDM solution improves the greatest problem that was
possessed by the 1st generation solution. But, it must be emphasised
that the belt pulley backlash B2 in the 2nd generation FDM solution
crossed the permissible maximum value BA = 0.5 mm.
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Obtained test results for the required torque, Ma, to regulate the
distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, show that with the 1st
generation solution the required torque, Ma, to regulate it is at its
maximum at the medium distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys,
wp, when decreasing or increasing the distance between the belt drum’s
belt pulleys, wp. With 2nd generation FDM solution, the required torque,
Ma, to regulate distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, was
stepped, most likely due to the stepped thread surfaces of 3D printed
parts. According to the test results, the maximum required torque, Ma,
for regulating the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, in
2nd generation FDM solution was higher than for the 1st generation
solution. With 2nd generation FDM solution, the maximum 6.35 Nm is
required when increasing the distance between the belt drum’s belt
pulleys, wp, at a rotational speed, ωr, of 0.318 rpm but with 1st
generation solution the maximum of 4.01 Nm is required when
increasing the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, at a
rotational speed, ωr, of 0.32 rpm. An average value of the required
torque in order to regulate, Ma, is smaller with 2nd generation FDM
solution in both regulating directions and at both rotational speeds, ωr.
For both solutions, 1st and 2nd generation, a faster rotational speed for
the handle, ωr, decreases the required torque to regulate, Ma, dispersion
and its maximum value.
Test results show that 3D printed key structure components for the 2nd
generation solution didn’t sit well with the equipment and more
suitable technology for manufacturing the key structure components of
the 2nd generation solution must be used. It is essential to ensure a
smooth thread surface finish and a smaller clearance between core and
sleeve threads in order to avoid the accumulating backlash between
two neighbouring belt pulleys B1 and to ensure a more even and lowerrequired torque in order to regulate the distance between the belt
drum’s belt pulleys, wp. Therefore, when it came to the key structure
components of the 2nd generation solution, it was decided to
manufacture them using CNC milling and turning. The 2nd generation
solution with its CNC milled and turned key structure components had
a smaller backlash B1 when compared to 2nd generation solution
equipped with 3D printed key structure components and the backlash
B1 decreased by an average of 0.23 mm. With 3D printed and CNC
milled and turned key structure components, the increase in the
backlash B1 was connected to an increase in the distance between the
belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp. Test results showed that the backlash B1 for
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the 2nd generation solution fell below the permissible maximum value
of BA = 0.5 mm when using CNC milled and turned key structure
components if the distance between the belt drum’s belt pulley was
wp = 0 mm and wp = 6 mm.
The average belt pulley backlash B2 for the 2nd generation solution with
CNC milled and turned key structure components was B2 = 1.78 mm,
and that was across the permissible maximum value of BA = 0.5 mm.
The average backlash B2 value increased by 0.3 mm with CNC milled
and turned key structure components when compared to the 3D
printed key structure components and a positive effect was not
achieved. Thanks to of the unsatisfactory results with 2nd generation
solution which was equipped with CNC milled and turned key
structure components, tests to measure the required torque to regulate
distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp , were not carried out.
Taking into account the relationships that had been uncovered
between the different dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits, a
covering cloth was used above the belt sorter’s belts in order to turn
blueberry fruits during fractionation tests in such a way that the
smallest dimension of blueberry fruit, which had a the length, lb, would
be parallel to the width of the fractionation slot between the belt
sorter’s belts, wb, and also to separate any blueberry fruits that may be
stuck together. Fractionation test results showed that the average value
of the uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, was K = 82.67%. The
decrease of the uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, was connected
to an increase in the width of the fractionation slot between the belt
sorter’s belts, wb, at the measuring point A3. The best results were
obtained in Test 1 in which the average value of the uniformity of
fractionated fractions, K, was K = 100%, while the most problematical
results came from Test 5, in which the average value of the uniformity
of fractionated fractions, K, was K = 61.67%. The uniformity, K, of the
first fraction fulfils the permissible lowest value Kmin = 90% in all
fractionation tests. The uniformity, K, of the second fraction did not
fulfil the permissible lowest value Kmin = 90% in Test 2 (K = 85%) and
in Test 5 (K = 75%). The uniformity, K, of the third fraction was fully
acceptable in Test 1 (K = 100%) and in Test 2 (K = 90%) but, for
example, in Test 5 the uniformity, K, of the third fraction was
K = 10%. Blueberry fruits that fail to meet the third fraction pass rule
can be divided into two groups: the first being one in which blueberry
fruits have a smaller average diameter, D, or height, lb, and the second
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being in which where blueberry fruits have a smaller average diameter,
D, and height, lb. It was found in Paper III that, in addition to the
inadequate backlash between two neighbouring belt pulleys B2 in the
2nd generation CNC solution, there may be other factors that affected
the uniformity, K, of the third fraction. It was proposed that the
uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, was also influenced by the belt
sorter prototype having too short length of fractionation area, lf, as
well as the insufficient effect of the covering cloth. It was found that
the length of the belt sorter’s fractionation area, lf, must be greater than
0.758 m, and it is recommended that follow-up fractionation tests be
carried out with a belt sorter that has a sorting area length, lf, which is
greater than 1.4 m. It must be taken into account that by increasing the
length of the belt sorter fractionation area, lf, the belt tension, Tb, will
also increase. The belt tension, Tb, can found with equation (5.1) as
follows (Bosoi et al., 1977):
Tb ≥

mb glf ( tan γ – fr )
,
4∆wb

(5.1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, γ is the support angle, fr is the
friction coefficient between the blueberry fruit and belt sorter’s belt,
and Δwb is the allowed increase in the fractionation slot width between
the belt sorter’s belts, wb. Increasing Tb will lead us into a situation in
which the required torque, Ma, to regulate the distance between belt
drum’s belt pulleys, wp, will also increase.
Thanks to the results which were obtained, the problems which were
revealed, and the complex construction of 2nd generation solution, an
upgrade for the 1st generation solution was developed. The upgrade
lowered the value of backlash B2 by an average of 3.01 mm (this always
being the main problem for the 1st generation solution), but it still
remained above the permissible maximum value of BA = 0.5 mm. The
average value for the backlash B2 was at its lowest when comparing the
1st generation solution with the and 2nd generation solution equipped
with 3D printed and CNC milled and turned key structure
components. When taking into account the relationships that had been
discovered between the different dimensional characteristics of
blueberry fruits and the results of the previous fractionation tests, the
upgraded 1st generation solution was subjected to additional
fractionation tests using the belt sorter prototype which had a
fractionation area that was 702 mm longer than that on the previous
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prototype. In addition it had an option to use different inclination
angles for the fractionation area, α. The results obtained from the tests
with the new belt sorter frame equipped with the upgraded 1st
generation solution, in which α = 0 deg, were similar to those for Test
3 as published in Paper III and which are shown in Fig 4.20 (the width
of the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts, wb, were highly
similar (Tables 4.5 and 4.8)). During additional fractionation tests it
became evident that using the upgraded 1st generation solution with a
longer (lf = 1460 mm) and inclined (a = 10 deg) fractionation area for
the belt sorter raised the uniformity, K, of the third fraction (the
fraction of larger blueberry fruits) by 35% when compared to previous
fractionation test results (Heering, 2017). From this we can conclude
that the inclination angle of the belt sorter’s sorting area influences
fractionation quality, and blueberry fruits must be rolled along the belt
sorter’s belts during fractionation operations with the belt sorter.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The first task was to determine the connections between the
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits. Mathematical equations
introduced in this thesis (given in Figs 4.2–4.5) allow the mass, mb, and
volume, Vb, of blueberry fruits to be predicted and taken into account
when adjusting the width of the fractionation slot between the belt
sorter’s belts, wb. The results showed that the most accurate evaluations
for blueberry fruit volume, Vb, were obtained when estimated using
mathematical equations that take into account the mass, mb, of the
blueberry fruit. The mass of blueberry fruits, mb, can be estimated using
mathematical equations that take into account the geometrical
dimensions of blueberry fruits, while the most accurate results were
obtained when the average diameter, D, and length, lb, of blueberry
fruits were taken into account. In this thesis, the volume parameter, εv,
of blueberry fruits remained within the range εv = 0.54–0.92 mg mm–3,
and the shape factor, εs, of blueberry fruits remained within the range
εs = 0.67–0.96.
The second task was to provide suitable technology for the postharvest processing of blueberry fruits which could be brought into use
on small or medium-sized blueberry farms. The main reason for
developing it was down to the lack of a suitable technological solution
that can be used on small or medium-sized blueberry farms for the
post-harvest processing of blueberry fruits. In Paper II, the principle
structure of the MPC was introduced for small or medium-sized
blueberry farms. During the development of the MPC, various postharvest factors have been considered in relation to blueberry fruits
which serve to influence the quality of the blueberry fruit. The
introduced MPC includes only essential processing operations in order
to maintain the quality of the blueberry fruits, because any and all
processing operations may harm the fruits. The MPC can have a
positive effect on the usage of machine harvesters and therefore can
increase the productivity of blueberry farms on which blueberry fruits
are handpicked at the moment and, therefore, increase economic
profit. For example, if harvested blueberry fruits are processed by
using the MPC in the field, then the costs for the transportation of
those harvested fruits could be lowered. Larger blueberry fruits which
are marketed fresh can be transported directly to the grocery shop or
market. Rubbish that is removed from good quality blueberry fruits can
be left on the field as a fertiliser and this will lower costs for rubbish
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transportation and utilisation. As the usage of the MPC is seasonal in
Estonia, sharing the MPC between different blueberry growers could
be considered as a way of sharing and mitigating cost factors.
It was decided in Section 3.2 of this thesis that a belt sorter would suit
small and medium-sized blueberry farms, and it could also be used
with the proposed MPC. The third task was to develop technical
solutions which would help to make the belt sorter easily adjustable
and, through this, increase the productivity levels of the belt sorter Ws.
During the process of completing this doctoral thesis, two novel
technical solutions were introduced to make the belt sorter adjustable
(patent 05642 B1, referred to as the 1st generation solution, and patent
EE 05798 B1, referred to as the 2nd generation solution). The main
constructional difference between the 1st and 2nd generation solutions
lies in the key structure which allows the distance between the belt
drum’s belt pulleys wp to be regulated. The key structure of the 1st
generation is single one-piece steering shaft with right-hand and lefthand guiding grooves with a variable step. The 2nd generation solution
is the more complex solution, one in which a key structure contains
multiple sets of cores and sleeves. In addition, the 2nd generation
solution has also improved the pipe-shaped casing construction and
preparation method. This made it possible to add to the 2nd generation
belt pulley two extra fixing points on the key structure components.
The outer diameter of the 2nd generation solution’s pipe-shaped
casing’s was also made constant across its length after milling. Test
results with the 1st generation solution and calculations with the
parameters given in the discussion section showed that adding an
adjustable belt drum to the belt sorter would increase the productivity
levels of the belt sorter, Ws, by 48.2 kg h–1.
The fourth task was to study the technical peculiarities of the 1st and
2nd generation solutions. In Paper IV a comparison was made between
the technical characteristics of the 1st generation solution and the 2nd
generation FDM solution. It was found that the average value of the
2nd generation FDM solution’s backlash B2 was smaller than that for
the 1st generation solution by 8.22 mm, but it still remained over the
permissible maximum value of BA = 0.5 mm. the average value of the
backlash B1 in the 2nd generation FDM solution was greater than that
of the 1st generation solution by 0.31 mm, and was also over the
permissible value of BA = 0.5 mm. It was also found that the backlash
B1 of in the 2nd generation FDM solution was dependant upon the
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distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp. In the same Paper
III, it was also found that the required torque, Ma, to regulate the
distance between the belt drum’s belt pulleys, wp, in the 2nd generation
FDM solution was greater and more stepped than with the 1st
generation solution. It was concluded that a more suitable
manufacturing method must be used for the 2nd generation solution’s
key structure components. In Paper III, the 3D printed key structure
components of the 2nd generation solution’s smoothly adjustable drum
were replaced with CNC milled and turned key structure components.
Results showed that the average value of backlash B1 decreased by
0.23 mm when compared to the version using the 3D printed key
structure components and was below the permissible maximum value
of BA = 0.5 mm when the distance between the belt drum’s belt
pulleys, wp, was wp = 0 mm and wp = 6 mm. On the other hand, the
average value of backlash B2 was greater than with 3D printed key
structure components and was not below the permissible maximum
value of BA = 0.5 mm.
The fifth task was to conduct fractionation tests with the belt sorter
while it was equipped with the technical solution which has been
developed in order to make it adjustable. The average value of the
uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, was K = 82.67%, and the
decrease of the uniformity of fractionated fractions, K, was connected
to an increase of the width, wb, of the fractionation slot between the
belt sorter’s belts at measuring point A3. Mostly this influenced the
uniformity, K, of larger blueberry fruit fraction, which was K = 10%,
when the width of the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts,
wb, was at its maximum at measuring point A3. Due to the shape
factor, εs, of blueberry fruits which was found in this thesis, a covering
cloth was used to roll blueberry fruits along the belt sorter’s belts, also
ensuring the high value of the uniformity of fractionated fractions, K.
It was found in Paper III that the uniformity of fractionated fractions,
K, was influenced by the insufficient effect of the covering cloth or too
short a fractionation area, lf, on the prototype belt sorter. Giving up the
use of the covering cloth may also help to maintain the protective
natural layer of the blueberry fruits themselves.
According to the problems which were revealed and the complex
construction of the 2nd generation solution, the upgrade was developed
for the 1st generation solution. The upgrade lowered the value of
backlash B2 which had been the main problem for the 1st generation
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solution. Taking into account the determined connections between the
dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits and the results obtained
in the previous fractionation tests, the upgraded 1st generation
upgraded solution was tested with additional fractionation tests using
the belt sorter prototype which had a 702 mm longer fractionation
area, lf, than that of the previous prototype and also had the option to
use different inclination angles on the fractionation area, α. During
additional fractionation tests it became evident that using the upgraded
1st generation solution with a longer (lf = 1460 mm) and inclined
(a = 10 deg) fractionation area on the belt sorter helped to raise the
uniformity, K, of the third fraction (the fraction of the larger blueberry
fruits) by 35% when compared to previous fractionation test results.
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SUMMARY
Blueberries belong to a group of horticultural products that have one
of greatest growth potentials in Estonia. Modern post-harvesting
processing lines handle various operations, but, one of these is the
processing of blueberry fruits that are harvested by a berry rake or by
mechanical harvesting, where they are fractionated for industrial and
table blueberry fruits, although such equipment may be too expensive
for small and medium-sized farmers. The aim of this thesis was to
increase the productivity, Ws, of the blueberry fruits fractionation
equipment by increasing the usage factor of total work time, τ, which
depends upon the required adjusting time, ta, and ease of adjustment
when changing the cultivar of the processed blueberry fruit. This
doctoral thesis is based on four original publications and two
intellectual properties. This thesis also concentrated mainly on postharvest processing technology for cultural blueberries that have been
grown on small or medium-sized farms.
During the process of completing this thesis, an overview was
compiled of the available literature in regard to the topic in question the mathematical modelling of the dimensional characteristics of the
blueberry fruit. One example of the findings was, that the most
accurate evaluations for the volume of the blueberry fruit, Vb, were
obtained when this was estimated using mathematical equations that
take into account the mass of the blueberry fruit, mb, and the mass of
the blueberry fruit, mb, can be estimated using mathematical equations
that take into account the geometric dimensions of the blueberry fruit.
During tests, the volume parameter, εv, of the blueberry fruit remained
within the range εv = 0.54–0.92 mg mm–3 and the shape factor, εs, of
the blueberry fruit remained within the range εs = 0.67–0.96. This
indicated that the blueberry fruit is oblate in shape. Based on the
information obtained from the literature overview, the principle
structure of the MPC was proposed for small or medium-sized
blueberry farms. During the development of post-harvest technology
for blueberry fruits, the belt sorter was selected as being the most
suitable fractionation device for the MPC. In order to decrease the
time required to adjust the belt sorter, ta, and to increase the
productivity of the belt sorter, Ws, two novel technical solutions were
introduced to make the belt sorter adjustable (patent 05642 B1, for the
1st generation solution and patent EE 05798 B1, for the 2nd generation
solution). Test results and calculations with parameters given in the
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discussion section of the current thesis showed that adding the 1st
generation solution to the belt sorter would increase the productivity
of the belt sorter, Ws, by 48.2 kg h-1.
The technical peculiarities of the 1st and 2nd generation solutions were
studied through comparative tests. Test results showed that the 2nd
generation solution has some technical benefits. For example, the
average backlash B2 value for the 2nd generation solution with 3Dprinted key structure components was smaller than for the 1st
generation solution by a total of 8.22 mm. CNC milled and turned key
structure components for the 2nd generation solution reduced even
further the average value for the backlash B2. Thanks to this, the belt
sorter prototype with its 2nd generation CNC solution was used in
fractionation tests. Test results showed that the overall uniformity, K,
of fractionated fractions was K = 82.67%, and the decrease in
uniformity, K, of fractionated fractions was connected to an increase in
the width, wb, of the fractionation slot between the belt sorter’s belts.
Mostly it influenced the uniformity, K, of the larger blueberry fruits
fraction.
According to the results obtained and the complex construction of the
2nd generation solution, the upgraded 1st generation solution was
developed, lowering the value of the backlash B2 by 3.01 mm on
average when compared to the 1st generation solution. Additional
fractionation tests were carried out in order to test the upgraded 1st
generation solution. For that purpose, the belt sorter was used with the
length, lf ,of its fractionation area increased and an option added to
change the inclination angle of the fractionation area, a. Test results
showed that the improvements raised the uniformity, K, of the third
fraction (the fraction of large blueberry fruits) by 35% when compared
to previous results.
The greatest novelties in this thesis are the determined connections
between the dimensional characteristics of blueberry fruits, the
proposed blueberry post-harvest processing technology for small and
medium-sized blueberry farms, and the patented technical solutions
which will make the belt sorter adjustable.
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KOKKUVÕTE
Mustikad kuuluvad nende marjade hulka, mille kasvatamist peetakse
Eestis kõige perspektiivikamaks. Marjakammiga korjatud või
masinkoristatud mustikate nüüdisaegsed koristusjärgsed töötlemisliinid,
kus lisaks muudele toimingutele sorteeritakse mustikad suuruse järgi
tööstusmarjaks ja lauamarjaks, ei pruugi olla taskukohased mustikaid
kasvatavate keskmise ja väikese suurusega ettevõtete jaoks. Doktoritöö
eesmärk oli suurendada mustikasorteeri tootlikkust Ws, suurendades
kasulikku tööaega ts, mis sõltub mustikasordi vaheldumisel
mustikasorteeri
ümberseadistamisele
kuluvast
ajast
ta
ja
ümberseadistamise lihtsusest. Töö põhineb autori neljal publikatsioonil
ja autori kahel patendil. Käesoleva doktoritöö raames uuriti väikese ja
keskmise suurusega mustikakasvatustes kasvatatud mustikate
koristusjärgset töötlemistehnoloogiat.
Doktoritöö raames koostati kirjanduse ülevaade ning modelleeriti
mustikamarja matemaatiliselt. Näiteks leiti, et mustika marja mahtu on
võimalik hinnata kõige täpsemalt selle massi järgi ja mustika marja
massi on võimalik kõige täpsemalt hinnata selle gabariitmõõtmete järgi.
Käesolevas doktoritöös jäi mustika marja kujutegur vahemikku
εs = 0,67–0,96 ja mahuparameeter piiridesse εv = 0,54–0,92 mg mm–3.
Mustikate koristusjärgse töötlemistehnoloogia arendamisel valiti
sobilikuks mustikate sorteerimisseadmeks rihmsorteer, mille
ümberseadistamise aja vähendamiseks marjasordi vahetamisel ja sel
viisil rihmsorteeri tootlikkuse suurendamiseks arendati välja
reguleeritava rihmatrumli kaks versiooni (15.04.2013 avaldatud patent
EE 05642 B1 ehk I põlvkond ja 15.09.2017 avaldatud patent EE 05798
B1 ehk II põlvkond). Katsetulemuste ja arvutustes kasutatud
algandmete põhjal leiti, et reguleeritava rihmatrumli lisamisega suurenes
rihmsorteeri tootlikkus Ws 48,2 kg h-1 võrra.
I ja II põlvkonna reguleeritava rihmatrumli tehniliste iseärasuste
väljaselgitamiseks võrreldi neid erinevates katsetes ja leiti, et II
põlvkonna reguleeritaval rihmatrumlil on teatud tehnilised eelised.
Näiteks oli 3D printeriga prinditud detailidega II põlvkonna
rihmatrumli rihmaseibide pendellõtk B2 keskmiselt 8,22 mm võrra
väiksem võrreldes I põlvkonna rihmatrumli rihmaseibide
pendellõtkuga. CNC lõiketöötlemise teel valmistatud II põlvkonna
detailidega vähenes pendellõtk B2 veelgi. Seetõttu viidi mustikate
sorteerimiskatsed läbi rihmsorteeriga, millele oli paigaldatud II
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põlvkonna reguleeritav rihmatrummel CNC lõiketöötlemise teel
valmistatud detailidega. Sorteerimiskatsete tulemuseks saadi, et
sorteeritud marjafraktsioonide keskmine puhtus oli 82,67%.
Katsetulemuste
analüüsimisel
selgus,
et
rihmsorteeri
fraktsioneerimispilu laiuse suurendamine II põlvkonna reguleeritava
rihmatrumliga mõjutab sorteeritud marjafraktsioonide puhtust
negatiivselt, kusjuures kõige enam avaldas see negatiivset mõju suurte
marjade fraktsiooni puhtusele.
Katsetulemuste ja II põlvkonna reguleeritava rihmatrumli tehniliste
iseärasuste tõttu otsustati täiendada I põlvkonna reguleeritava
rihmatrumli tehnilist lahendust, mille tulemusena vähenesid
rihmaseibide pendellõtkud B2 keskmiselt 3,01 mm võrreldes esialgsete I
põlvkonna pendellõtkudega B2. Lisaks suurendati rihmsorteeri
sorteeriva ala pikkust lf ning lisati võimalus muuta sorteeriva ala
kaldenurka kuni α = 10 kraadi. Mustikate sorteerimise täiendavad
katsed näitasid, et eelnimetatud täiendustega suurenes suurte marjade
fraktsiooni puhtus võrreldes esialgsete tulemustega 35%.
Doktoritöö uudsusteks on tulemused, mis saadi mustikamarja
matemaatilisel modelleerimisel, välja pakutud mustikate koristusjärgne
töötlemistehnoloogia
väikese
ja
keskmise
suurusega
mustikakasvatustele ning rihmsorteeri reguleeritava rihmatrumli kaks
patenteeritud tehnilist lahendust.
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Abstract. The smoothly adjustable belt drums of belt sorters can be used in the processing of
harvested blueberries. Previous tests with the smoothly-adjustable belt drums of belt sorters
indicates the fact that further improvements are required to increase their sorting efficiency and
uniformity. For this, the relationship between the dimensional characteristics of blueberries needs
to be studied. The aim of this study is to determine connections between the dimensional
characteristics of blueberries. To fulfil this aim, the length, diameter, mass, and volume are
measured in an experimental group of blueberries. Based on these measuring results,
mathematical equations are compiled in order to describe the connections between the
dimensional characteristics of blueberries. The mathematical equations obtained are tested with
a control group of blueberries. The results show that the volume of blueberries can most
accurately be estimated by using a mathematical equation which takes into account the mass of
blueberries. The mass of blueberries can most accurately be estimated with a mathematical
equation which takes into account the diameter and length of the blueberries. Based on the results
obtained, we can conclude that blueberry dimensional characteristics are linked and that these
links can be used for various purposes.
Key words: 3D reconstruction, belt, modeling, shape description, sorters, volume measuring.

INTRODUCTION
Growing blueberries for harvesting originated in North America, but these days
such a valuable berry is also being grown in South America, Asia, New Zealand,
Australia, Africa, and Europe (Strik, 2005). Increasing blueberry cultivation will lead us
into situation in which productive harvesting methods like machine harvesting or
harvesting with a berry rake needs to be adopted to harvest blueberries at the right time
and avoid any spoilage (Forney, 2009; Eum et al., 2013). The harvested berry mixture
needs to be processed. According to Soots & Olt (in press), the post-harvesting
processing of blueberries can be conducted with a non-stationary processing centre,
which follows the principle scheme of post-harvesting processing given in Soots et al.
(2014). One part of the processing work is fractioning, which is something that can be
done using video grading sorting, roll sorting, net sorting, line sorting, drum sorting and
belt sorting (Recce et al., 1998; Grote & Feldhusen, 2007; Kondo, 2009; Cubero et al.,
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2014; Soots et al., 2014; Soots & Olt, in press). It can be said that a suitable fractioning
solution for small or medium size blueberry growers is the belt sorter, thanks to its simple
construction and therefore its lower price. Belt sorters permit blueberries to be sorted
according to their geometrical dimensions. For example, blueberries with a diameter
above 8 mm would be separated for food stores (Starast et al., 2005). A belt sorter should
be adjustable in order to ensure that it can be used with different blueberry cultivars
(Soots & Olt, in press).
The development of a smoothly-adjustable belt drum on a belt sorter is a problem
area that is solved with two patented technical solutions which have been developed by
the scientist of the Estonian University of Life Sciences (Patent EE05642 (B1); Patent
Application EE201400049 (A)). Test results for both patented smoothly adjustable belt
drums given in Soots et al. (2016) and Soots & Olt (2017) indicate the fact that both
patented solutions need further improvement that is common in the product development
process (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2015) and fractioning tests showed that the fractionating
accuracy of a belt sorter with a smoothly adjustable belt drum does not meet the
requirements (Soots et al., 2014; Soots & Olt, 2017). The biggest problem in this area
was the purity of fractioning when it came to large berries (Soots & Olt, 2017).
In order to further improve belt sorters and adjustable belt drums, the connection
between the dimensional characteristics of blueberries must be understood. Previous
research has shown that the antioxidant activity of blueberries can be estimated when
measuring blueberry mass and/or diameter (Remberg et al., 2006) but the relationship
between geometrical dimensions and the mass or volume of blueberries is underinvestigated. On one hand, knowing these relationships enables the mass and volume of
blueberries to be predict in every fraction which is separated by the belt sorter and, on
the other hand, it allows for the belt sorter being adjusted while taking into account the
desired mass or volume of the blueberries in a certain fraction. For example, when we
want to separate blueberries with a mass greater than 2 g from other blueberries, we can
adjust the distance between the belts on the belt sorter, knowing the relationship between
the mass of blueberries and their geometrical dimensions.
The aim of this study was to determine connections between the dimensional
characteristics of blueberries. To fulfil the given aim the following tasks need to be
solved:
1. Measure the mass of the experimental group of blueberries, along with
geometrical dimensions and volume.
2. Determine the connection between the measured dimensional characteristics of
the blueberries.
3. Compile a mathematical equation for blueberry volume, which takes into
account their mass.
4. Compile a mathematical equation for blueberry mass, which takes into account
their geometrical dimensions.
5. Compile a mathematical equation for blueberry volume, which takes into
account their geometrical dimensions.
6. Determine the accuracy of the compiled mathematical equations with a control
group of blueberries.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Blueberries
In this study, fresh highbush blueberries (Vaccinium corymbosum) from Peru were
used, having been purchased at a grocery store, along with frozen European blueberries
(Vaccinium myrtillus) which were harvested in Estonia in the summer of 2016. A total
of 72 randomly-chosen blueberries were used and these were divided into two groups.
A total of 51 blueberries were in the experimental group and 21 were in the control
group.
Measuring geometrical dimensions
The diameter and length of each blueberry was measured using a Mitutoyo Absolut
AOS Digimatic Caliper (Code No. 500-161-30) with an accuracy of ± 0.02 mm
(Mitutoyo, 2017). The diameter of each blueberry was measured twice so that the
measuring points were perpendicular to each other.
Measuring mass
The mass of the blueberries was measured with a Mettler Toledo ME204 analytical
scale with a maximum sample capacity of 220 g, a minimum sample mass (USP, typical)
of 0.16 g, a repeatability of 0.1 mg (test mass 200 g) and a readability of 0.1 mg according
to Mettler Toledo (2017).
Measuring volume with the displacement method
The volume of blueberries was measured using the displacement method with water
(hereinafter referred to as the D Method). When the blueberry length and diameter were
smaller than 10 mm, a 10 mLbeaker with a graduation of 0.1 mLwas used. If at least one
dimension of a blueberry was bigger than 10 mm, then a 25 mLbeaker with a graduation
of 0.5 mLwas used.
Measuring volume with a laser scanner
Nowadays coordinated metrology methods such as coordinated measuring
machines, optical measuring systems, and computed tomography can be used to create
3D models of horticultural products or to measure their dimensions and volume
(Carmignato & Savio, 2011; Rogge et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Marinello et al.,
2016). In this study blueberry volume was also measured with a laser scanner
(hereinafter referred to as the LS Method) in addition to the D Method. For this, a Nikon
measuring arm MCAx20 combined with a laser scanner MMDx50 was used. The
accuracy of this laser scanning system was 50 µm according to Nikon Metrology NV
(2017). The scanned measurement points for blueberries were processed using Nikon
Focus software and obtained 3D blueberry models were saved in the stereolithographic
(STL) format. Final repairing and volume calculations for 3D blueberry models were
conducted using Spaceclaim software. Due to the lack of information about the
uncertainty surrounding the volume measurements which were obtained with
coordinated measuring machines, in this study the volume accuracy of the 3D blueberry
model was taken as 50 µm3 (Bills et al., 2007; Carmignato & Savio, 2011).
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Calculations and statistical analysis
On the basis of the experimental group’s blueberry measurements for diameter,
length, mass, and volume, the connections between the dimensional characteristics of
blueberries were determined and described using mathematical equations. To aid
visualization, graphs with the obtained mathematical equations and their trend lines were
constructed in MS Excel, with the R2 value being added to show how close the data can
be to the expected trend line (Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011). In order to analyse the
accuracy of the obtained mathematical equations, the same measurements were
conducted with the control group. Then the same dimensional characteristics for
blueberries in the control group were also estimated on the basis of their other
dimensional characteristics using mathematical equations which were obtained
previously from the experimental group. The calculated control group data points were
included on the aforementioned graphs. Then the calculated dimensional characteristics
of the control group blueberries y were subtracted from their measured values z and the
results obtained were referred to as the difference x in this study. The accuracy of the
dimensional characteristic mathematical equations for blueberries were determined on
the basis of the size differences with MS Excel. The average value  ݔfor the difference
 ݔwas calculated with the Eq. (1) as follows (Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen,
2011):
ଵ


 ݔൌ σୀଵ ݔ ,

(1)

where n is the number of parallel measurements.
The experimental standard deviation ݏሺݔሻ was calculated with the Eq. (2) as
follows (Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011):
ଵ
σ ሺݔ
ିଵ ୀଵ 

ݏሺݔሻ ൌ ට

െ ݔҧ ሻଶ .

(2)

The experimental standard deviation in the mean ݏሺݔሻ can be taken as being equal
to the type A evaluation of uncertainty ݑ ሺݔሻ and was calculated using the Eq. (3) as
follows (Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011):
ݑ ሺݔሻ ൌ ݏሺݔሻ ൌ

௦ሺ௫ሻ
.
ξ

(3)

The uncertainty of the measurement devices used, ݑ were calculated using the
Eq. (4) as follows (p = 95%) (Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011):
ݑ ൌ

ଵǤହ௱ೣ
,
ξଷ

(4)

where ߂௫ is the absolute error of the measurement device.
The mathematical equations for blueberries dimensional characteristic can be
expressed as the measurement function (5) as follows (Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots &
Mathiesen, 2011):
ܻ ൌ ݂ሺܼଵ ǡ ܼଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܼ ሻ,

(5)

where Y is the output value of the mathematical equation; Z – the direct measurement;
f – the function of the direct measurements ܼ ሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ʹ ǥ ݊ሻ.
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The combined uncertainty ݑሺݕሻ for the output value of the mathematical equation
Y, can be expressed with the Eq. (6) as follows (Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen,
2011):
ݑሺݕሻ ൌ ටቂ

ଶ
ଶ
డሺ௭భ ǡǥǡ௭ ሻ
డሺ௭భ ǡǥǡ௭ ሻ
ݑሺݖଵ ሻቃ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥ  ቂ డ௭
ݑሺݖ ሻቃ ,
డ௭భ


(6)

where y is the result of mathematical equation output value Y; ݖ – measurement results
of direct measurement Z¸ ݑሺݖ ሻ – the combined uncertainty for the direct measurement
డሺǥǡ௭ ǡǥ ሻ
– partial derivatives of function ݂ሺǥ ǡ ܼ ǡ ǥ ሻ according to variable ܼ when
Z;
డ௭

ܼ ൌ ݖ ሺ݅ ൌ ͳ ǥ ݊ሻ.
The cumulative uncertainty ݑ was calculated using the Eq. (7) as follows (Kirkup,
1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011):
ݑ ൌ ඥݑଶ  ݑଶ .

(7)

ܷ ൌ ݇ݑ ,

(8)

௨
.
௫

(9)

The expanded uncertainty U was calculated using the Eq. (8) as follows (Kirkup,
1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011):
where k is coverage factor.
The coverage factor k was calculated with the function CONFIDENCE.T in
Microsoft Excel and in this study k = 2.09 when the confidence level was 95% and n = 21.
The accuracy of measurements ܧ௫ was calculated using the Eq. (9) as follows
(Kirkup, 1994; Laaneots & Mathiesen, 2011):
ܧ௫ ൌ

The smaller the value of ܧ௫ , the more accurate was measurement.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the dimensional characteristics of blueberries in the experimental
group and in the control group remained within ranges given in Table 1.
Table 1. The range of dimensional characteristics for blueberries
Dimensional characteristic
Minimum value
Mass
0.14 g
Volume obtained with D Method
0.2 mL
Volume obtained with LS Method
0.13 mL
Length
6.05 mm
Diameter
6.2 mm

Maximum value
3.4 g
3.9 mL
3.6 mL
15.68 mm
20.8 mm

The minimum mass of blueberries given in Table 1 is common for European
blueberries (Vaccinium myrtillus) and for the lowbush blueberry (Vaccinium
angustifolium) (Starast et al., 2007), but the maximum mass is rather common for the
half-highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum × Vaccinium angustifolium) (Starast
et al., 2007) and for the highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) (Remberg et al.,
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2006). A similar difference between blueberry species and varieties applies when their
diameters are studied (Starast et al., 2007), along with their volumes (Correia et al.,
2016). The picture of a real blueberry fruit and the 3D model of a blueberry are shown
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Real blueberry (a) and 3D model of a blueberry (b).

Volume, mL

The following Figs 2–5 indicate the mathematical equations for the different
dimensional characteristics of blueberries with their trend lines and also the data points
for the control group of blueberries.
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Control group mass volume
data points, volume measured
with D Method
Control group mass volume
data points, volume measured
with LS Method
Volume equation based on D
Method results

y = 0.9725x1.0243
R² = 0.9995

y = 1.0067x0.8461
R² = 0.915

Volume equation based on LS
Method results
0

1

2

3

Mass, g

Figure 2. Mass/volume graph for blueberry volume that take into account the blueberry mass and
the control group data points.

Mass, g

3.1

y = 0.0006x2.979
R² = 0.9961

y = 0.0003x3.5519
R² = 0.9404

2.1

y = 0.0008x2.7441
R² = 0.9947
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Control group length mass data points
Control group average diameter mass data points
Control group average overall dimension mass data points
Mass equation that take into account length
Mass equation that take into account average diameter
Mass equation that take into account overall average dimension

Figure 3. Dimension/mass graph for blueberry mass that take into account the blueberry
dimensions and the control group data points.
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4

y = 0.0008x3.0629
R² = 0.8937

3.5

Volume, mL

Control group average
overall dimension volume
data points
Control group length
volume data points

y = 0.0018x2.5249
R² = 0.9145

3
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y = 0.0026x2.3142
R² = 0.9041
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Control group average
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overall dimension
Volume equation that take
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Volume equation that take
into account average
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20

Dimension, mm

Figure 4. Dimension/volume graph for blueberry volume that take into account the blueberry
dimensions and the control group, blueberry volume being measured using the D Method.
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Figure 5. Dimension/volume graph for blueberry volume that take into account the blueberry
dimensions and the control group data points, blueberry volume measured using the LS Method.

The accuracy of the mathematical equations obtained, which describe the
relationship between the dimensional characteristics of blueberries, is shown in Table 2.
The mathematical equation for blueberry volume which takes into account
blueberry mass or dimensions was more accurate when they were based on the volume
measured with the LS Method due to the better accuracy of the laser scanning system
used for this process. The most accurate results for blueberry volume were obtained with
a mathematical equation which takes into account blueberry mass and when the
mathematical equation itself was based on blueberry volume as measured with the
LS Method. Blueberry volume can also be estimated using mathematical equations
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which take into account blueberry dimensions, but the accuracy of these mathematical
equations was smaller. In this case, the most accurate results were obtained when using
the mathematical equation which was based on the blueberry volume as measured with
the LS Method and which takes into account the average diameter of the blueberries.
Taking into account the overall average dimensions of blueberries failed to increase the
accuracy of the blueberry volume mathematical equation. Due to the fact that the volume
of blueberries is hard to measure, the mathematical equations presented in this study are
providing an opportunity to easily predict blueberry volume in the field, which can be
taken into account when adjusting berry sorter. A blueberry mass that can vary within
rather wide limits (Remberg et al., 2006) can be most accurately estimated with a
mathematical equation, which takes into account the overall average dimension of the
blueberries.
Table 2. Accuracy of the mathematical equations, which
dimensional characteristics of blueberries
Description of the mathematical equation
Volume equation which takes mass into account
(D Method)
Volume equation which takes mass into account
(LS Method)
Mass equation which takes length into account
Mass equation which takes the average diameter into
account
Mass equation which takes the average overall
dimension into account
Volume equation which takes the length into account
(D Method)
Volume equation which takes the average diameter into
account (D Method)
Volume equation which takes the average overall
dimension into account (D Method)
Volume equation which takes length into account
(LS Method)
Volume equation which takes the average diameter into
account (LS Method)
Volume equation which takes the average overall
dimension into account (LS Method)

describe the relationship between the
ܧ௫
10.73%

 ݔേ ܷ, 95%, k = 2.09*
(0.3 ± 0.5) mL

6.03%
1.53%

(-0.56 ± 0.24) g
(0.14 ± 0.06) g

0.87%

(-0.09 ± 0.03) g

10.86%

(0.2 ± 0.5) mL

11.12%

(0.4 ± 0.5) mL

10.94%

(0.3 ± 0.5) mL

14.69%

(0.0 ± 0.6) mL

7.78%

(0.1 ± 0.3) mL

14.86%

(0.0 ± 0.6) mL

0.79%

(0.09 ± 0.03) mL

* – The positive  ݔvalue indicates that the mathematical equation estimated the calculated dimensional
characteristic of blueberries to be smaller than the measurement results from the control group.

Based on the results obtained, we can conclude that blueberry dimensional
characteristics are linked and that these characteristics can be used for various purposes.
Our results confirmed a fact that blueberries have an oblate shape, one which is common
for blueberries (Parra et al., 2007; Tasa et al., 2012) and that their diameter is greater
than their length. This information can be used when designing a blueberry picking
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device (Arak & Olt, 2014) or sorting device (Soots et al., 2014; Soots & Olt, 2017).
Sorting blueberries with a belt sorter should be carried out on the basis of the smallest
blueberry dimensional parameter, which is its length, in order to ensure the uniformity
of the separated fractions. This fact and also blueberries oblate shape indicates that
during fractioning, blueberries on the belt sorter belts need to be rolled with special
technical solution. On the other hand, the relations which have been discovered between
the different dimensional characteristics of blueberries can be taken into account when
it comes to improving or developing a measuring device which must emulate the real
blueberry. Xu & Li (2015) have designed a rounded berry impact recording device
(BIRD) which can be used to measure the mechanical impacts on blueberries during the
post-harvesting handling process (Xu et al., 2015). The results presented in this study
can be taken into account when it comes to improving or developing any similar
recording devices so that the relationship between various blueberry dimensional
characteristics will be as similar as possible to the real life characteristics in order to be
able to increase their efficiency and reliability.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article the connections between the dimensional characteristics of
blueberries were studied. In order to be able to predict blueberry volume, mathematical
equations that take into account blueberry mass or geometrical dimensions were
introduced in this article. The results showed that most accurate evaluations for blueberry
volume were obtained when this was estimated using mathematical equations that take
into account blueberry mass. The mass of blueberries can be estimated using
mathematical equations that take into account the geometrical dimensions of blueberries
while the most accurate results were obtained when the diameter and length of
blueberries were taken into account. Those mathematical equations which have been
introduced in this paper allow the mass and volume of blueberries to be estimated and
taken into account while adjusting the distance between belt sorter belts. The difference
in blueberry length and diameter refers to the fact that during fractioning, blueberries on
the belt sorter belts should be rolled with special technical solution in order to increase
the efficiency of belt sorters and ensure the uniformity of the separated fractions.
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Abstract
Soots K., Olt J. (2017): Non-stationary processing centre for small and medium-sized blueberry farms. A Review. Res.
Agr. Eng., 63: 136–144.
Growing blueberries on exhausted milled peat fields could be a possible solution to decrease carbon dioxide emission
from these areas. To operate such crop-giving plantation manually, a lot of manpower is needed. To decrease the manpower, suitable and helpful technical solutions should be introduced. The aim of this article is to investigate different
technological aspects of post-harvest processing of blueberries and to study already existing technical solutions. As a
result, non-stationary processing centre for small or medium-sized blueberry farms is proposed. The proposed solution
allows reducing manpower, lowering production costs and increasing the area used for growing blueberries. Also, it
may encourage other farms to start growing blueberries.
Keywords: agricultural engineering; berry sorter; bilberry; post-harvest treatment

Exhausted and abandoned milled peat fields are
the largest plains of denudation in Estonia that are
caused by human activity (Purre 2013). In 2009,
the area of such fields was about 9,400 ha from
which about 2,000 ha are suitable to restart peat
mining (Ramst, Orru 2009). It has been found
that up to 20,000 ha of exhausted milled peat fields
will be added to it in the next 10–15 years (Ilomets 2011). 1 ha of exhausted milled peat field emits
approximately 4–5 t of carbon dioxide every year
(Ilomets et al. 2010). Thus, in 10–15 years there
will be about 29,400 ha of exhausted milled peat
fields that will yearly emit up to 147,000 t of carbon dioxide. In addition, these areas are extremely
inflammable during hot summer periods. Therefore, it is important to recover or recultivate these
areas (Purre 2013). Mostly, this does not happen
by itself and human assistance is required (Purre
2013). Also, abandoned milled peat fields are not
only a problem for Estonia, it is a wider problem
for all the countries with the peat deposits (Paal
et al. 2007; Vahejõe et al. 2010). There are several
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options but Vahejõe et al. (2010) claim that lowbush blueberry growing on milled peat fields will
put these areas to economically profitable use. It
has been found that benefit-to-cost ratio for lowbush blueberries is 227% when they are cultivated
on milled peat fields (Vahejõe et al. 2010).
Blueberry plantation profitability depends on the
technology used, climatic conditions and crop yield
of grown cultivar (Vahejõe et al. 2010). According
to Starast et al. (2005) and Albert et al. (2010),
in Estonia it is recommended to cultivate half-high
blueberry varieties ‘Northblue’ and ‘Northcountry’,
which have been gained by highbush blueberry and
lowbush blueberry hybridization. In addition, lowbush blueberry is suitable for production plantation on abandoned milled peat fields (Starast et
al. 2005). In 2010 there were about 100 blueberry
growers in Estonia (Ilomets 2011). The area of exhausted milled peat fields that were used for growing blueberries was 30 ha (Ilomets 2011). One
very good example in Estonia is the Marjasoo farm
in Tartumaa.
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In the Marjasoo farm and also in other Estonian
blueberry farms, blueberries are harvested manually at the moment (Vahejõe et al. 2010). This harvesting method is time consuming, requires lot of
manpower and thus, is not economically profitable
compared to mechanical harvesting (Vahejõe et al.
2010; Olt et al. 2013). One worker can pick about
40–50 kg of large blueberries in a day (Starast
et al. 2005). It is essential to harvest blueberries at
right time when their quality is optimal for handling
and consumption because their quality cannot be
improved after harvest (Forney 2009). Blueberries
are ready for harvesting one week after they have
reached correct and uniform colour (Starast et
al. 2005). It means that increasing blueberry growing area in farms may lead to a situation where it
is essential to use productive harvesting method.
For example, the productivity of machine harvester
is 60 times higher than handpicking (Brown et
al. 1996; Käis, Olt 2010). Making such change in
harvesting methods requires also productive postharvest processing technology.
In addition to domestic market, blueberries are
also sold to China. According to the Estonian Ministry of Agriculture (2015), the biggest export product from Estonia to China in 2014 in period from
January to October were frozen blueberries. Percentage of frozen blueberries from all exported agricultural products and food products to China was
61%, but only 2% of it was grown in Estonia. This
shows that the quantity of exported frozen blueberries that are grown in Estonia could be much larger.
The aim of this research was to study blueberries
different post-harvest processing factors and existing technological solutions to propose a suitable
technological solution for small or medium-sized
blueberry farms located in Estonia. An indirect
goal was to encourage usage of exhausted milled
peat fields for growing blueberries. In the analysis,
different blueberry post-harvest factors were considered and different technical solutions were investigated to estimate the most suitable method for
mechanical post-harvest processing of blueberries.
Blueberry post-harvest factors
Blueberries are highly perishable and the final
quality of berries depends on their cultivars (Faria
et al. 2005; Sinelli et al. 2008; Eum et al. 2013). A
blueberry cultivar is suitable for growing in Estonia

when it is able to tolerate northern climatic conditions, for example it must be winter hardy (Albert
et al. 2010). In 2014, night frosts ruined the blueberry crops; major climatic danger for blueberries
in Estonia is thus night frost during the blooming
season. Blueberry varieties differ from each other
by taste, colour and physico-mechanical features
like geometric dimensions, which is the main characteristic for sorting (Bosoi et al. 1977). The diameter of highbush blueberry Vaccinium corymbosum
berry is 4–12 mm, lowbush blueberry Vaccinium
angustifolium berry diameter is 3–12 mm, ‘Northblue’ berry diameter is up to 20 mm and ‘Northcountry’ berry diameter is up to 10 mm (Starast
et al. 2005; Noormets 2006; Hansaplant 2013).
Blueberries can be harvested by handpicking
or mechanically. The first method is blueberryfriendly and is preferred for fresh market berries.
Mechanically harvested blueberries are usually
processed frozen (Forney 2009). Handpicking can
also be done using berry rake but it may harm blueberries (Starast et al. 2005). All harvesting methods may knead blueberries or remove wax coating
(Starast et al. 2005). The most unfriendly method
for berries is mechanical harvesting, but for bigger
fields it is the most suitable. In Estonia, it can be
done with motor-block harvester and harvesting
productivity is then 300 kg/h (Käis, Olt 2010).
According to Forney (2009) the most crucial factor in the post-harvest handling of blueberries is the
right storage temperature. Higher storage temperatures will result in higher firmness loss and it affects
blueberries final marketing quality (NeSmith et al.
2002, 2005; Tetteh et al. 2004; Nunez-Barrios et
al. 2005; Paniagua et al. 2013). Blueberry firmness
is related to water loss that is measured via weight
loss (Paniagua et al. 2013). Water loss is caused by
a difference in vapour pressure between the fruit and
the surrounding environment and is influenced by
the area to volume ratio, mechanical damage of the
skin, and also by the emperature at which blueberries are stored (Kays 1997; Willis et al. 1998; Eum et
al. 2013). Moisture loss is predictable when tracking
blueberries weight loss during the post-harvest chain
(Paniagua et al. 2013). Blueberries weight loss levels
must be held below 8% during the postharvest chain
to minimize excessive softening (Paniagua et al.
2013). Best storage temperature for blueberries is at
0°C (Jackson et al. 1999; Forney, 2009). Literature
sources claim that cooling blueberries to 5°C before
packing also reduces microbial activity, especially
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when blueberries are unclean and mistreated (Jackson et al. 1999). Correct temperature management
must start immediately after harvesting with removing saved field heat out of the blueberries to maintain
their quality (Forney 2009). Due to the transportation limitations immediate cooling is impossible thus,
it is considered optimal to cool blueberries down in
the timeframe of 2 to 12 hours (Starast et al. 2005).
It would be good to develop technological solution
where heat removal starts already in the field. It is
difficult to accomplish storage temperature of 0°C
in the field because usually there is no electricity for
refrigeration units. The simplest and cheapest way is
to cover harvested blueberries with reflective cover
to protect them from solar radiation (Forney 2009)
or with light moistened fabric (Starast et al. 2005).
Blueberries collecting place thus equipped should be
placed near the side of the field. From the tent the
blueberries can be transported to the repository periodically (Starast et al. 2005).
According to Yu et al. (2014) in harvesting, processing and handling, the drop height of berries is
important to preserve their quality. When comparing short and long impacts then short impacts are
more dangerous to the fruit because they create
forces with high impulse (Mohsenin 1986; Yu et al.
2014). When blueberry drop height to hard surface
is greater than 150 mm, extensive bruising will occur
(Brown et al. 1996). Also, Yu et al. (2014) claimed
that this aspect is the reason why conveyor belts
should be made of plastic to lower the impact magnitude. In addition, Brown et al. (1996) claim that
using cushioning materials will help prevent bruising of blueberries with drop height up to 1.2 m.
When developing machines that process food, it is
important that all used materials and technological
liquids are approved to be in contact with food (Food
standards agency 2009). Common material that is
used in food processing machines is stainless steel
because it is corrosion resistant, it is easy to clean
and it does not need surface finish. Stainless steel
type that is recommended by Fischer et al. (2010)
and by the British Stainless Steel Association (2015)
to be used in food production is X2CrNiN19-11.
Technologies for post-harvest processing
of blueberries
In the field, handpicked blueberries may be collected into the berries collection boxes, where they

are sold (Starast et al. 2005). With this harvesting
version, picker selectively picks blueberries with
suitable size and colour from plant and removes
additional material from berries when needed. This
harvesting method is labour-intensive but it does
not require blueberries cleaning and sorting. A
faster harvesting method is harvesting with berry
rake and blueberries may be collected into bigger
collection boxes or pails. This harvesting version is
less labour-intensive but requires post-harvesting
cleaning and sorting. When quantities are small,
cleaning and sorting might be done by hand, but
with larger quantities it is reasonable to use machines. The third harvesting version, mechanical
harvesting, is the least labour-intensive and has the
lowest harvesting costs (Brown et al. 1996) but the
harvested berry mixture contains semi-ripe berries, bruised and crushed berries, good quality berries of different size, and other additional materials
(Soots et al. 2014).
In the berry mixture that is harvested with berry
rake or mechanically the most valuable berries are
large, good quality berries (Starast et al. 2005;
Forney 2009). Second valuable fractions are middle and small size blueberries. It is essential that the
post-harvest processing technology will maintain
the quality of all harvested blueberries. According to
Soots et al. (2014) blueberries that are harvested by
machine need post-harvest processing technology
that includes many different operations to achieve
the desired result. All these operations may harm
blueberries quality. The less blueberries are processed and the shorter the chain to the consumer is,
the better it is for blueberries quality (Forney 2009).
Methods for removing additional material
Light debris can be removed from the harvested
berry mixture by a blower cleaner. This method is
widely used for example in grain winnowers. Initial
tests have shown that the most suitable for blueberries are centrifugal fans. Such fans are already
used in berry blower cleaners manufactured by the
Lakewood Process Machinery (2015) and the A&B
Packing Equipment (2015) and they offer berry
blower cleaners where the out-going air is filtrated
with mesh sieve. During the process mesh sieve collects blown-out trash and it may become clogged.
To avoid clogging or turning off blower cleaner
for mesh sieve cleaning, A&B Packing Equipment
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(2015) has developed a solution where tubular
shape mesh sieve is constantly cleaned with a rotary head. Factors that must be considered in blower
cleaner development are as follows: even airflow to
ensure equal cleaning in conveyor scope, side panels should be removable for cleaning, configurable
conveyor speed to ensure line speed, configurable
airflow speed to ensure cleaning performance, right
construction materials to ensure product quality,
self-cleaning air filter to avoid clogging and turning
off the blower cleaner (A&B Packing Equipment
2015; Lakewood Process Machinery 2015).
Methods for fractioning
Fractioning of the harvested berries can be
achieved with various methods like video grading
sorting, roll sorting, net sorting, line sorting, drum
sorting and belt sorting (Recce et al. 1998; Grote,
Feldhusen 2007; Kondo 2009; Cubero 2014;
Soots et al. 2014). Different methods are studied
to find suitable solutions for blueberries. Extracts
from patents from the European Patent Office
(2015) that are studied and considered in this research, are given in Table 1. Patents given in Table 1
are ordered by the year of publication.
In a method that is not described in any literature source but is used by some berry pickers an
inclined sorting area is used. Inclined sorting area
is formed by a moistened fabric. Harvested berries
are poured into the higher part of the sorting area
and berries roll along the fabric into the fruit collection box that is located at the lower part. Additional material like leaves or branches will stay
on the fabric and they are removed periodically by
hand. How this method affects berries quality is
unknown at the moment.
According to Karolin and Pärli (1998), factors
that influence sorting quality of potatoes are speed
of the sorting unit, sorting area inclination angle
and potatoes feed quantity. These factors must be
also considered when developing sorting machine
for blueberries.
Suitable technological solution for postharvest processing
Companies like the Lakewood Process Machinery (2015) and the A&B Packing (2015) offer ma-

chines for post-harvest processing of blueberries.
To use these machines, it is required to install them
in a factory building. Unfortunately, this may be a
problem for small or medium size farmers as it requires large investment while this factory building
would be in use only about 1–2 months per year.
Machines that are important for post-harvest
processing of blueberries cannot be installed on
blueberries harvester because they will increase
harvester weight and turf soil in bogs cannot bear
heavy machinery (Olt, Arak 2012; Olt et al.
2013). One option is to develop non-stationary
processing centre (NSPC) where all the necessary
components are installed on a trailer. This trailer is
transported onto the field by an all-terrain vehicle
(ATV). While the NSPC is operating at the field, the
ATV can be used for transporting harvested and
processed blueberries into a repository where they
are transported into the grocery stores and food
industries. NSPC can be mounted to the trailer or
it can be detachable. In this study, the NSPC was
mounted on a trailer. The trailer should be similar
to the Estonian trailer manufacturer Respo Haagised AS trailer version 750M301L150 KIOSK. The
main technical parameters of this trailer are: height
1.6 m, length 3 m, width 1.5 m and load capacity
300 kg. The trailer is covered from all sides and
from the top to protect devices and berries from
rain and solar radiation. Still, this 4.5 m2 size area
is not sufficient and an extra area should be used
next to the NSPC to store harvested and processed
blueberries. This area should also be covered with
solar radiation reflective tent.
Inputs for NSPC are blueberries harvested with
berry rake or machine harvester. The minimum
productivity of the NSPC must be equal to the productivity of blueberry machine harvester because
it is greater than the productivity with berry rake.
According to Käis, Olt (2010) productivity of the
motor-block harvester is about 300 kg/h. If there is
no electricity to run the NSPC on field, electricity
can be obtained from a generator with combustion
engine. NSPC should include machines to carry out
post-harvest processing of blueberries according to
the principle scheme given in Soots et al. (2014).
NSPC starts with a reception area where harvested berries are poured from collection boxes to bottomless downwardly tapers reception containers
(A&B Packing Equipment 2015; Lakewood Process
Machinery 2015). This container is installed above
the feed conveyor. The main task of the conveyor is
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FR 1076299 (A)

US 2591086 (A)

US 2316159 (A)

US 2210486 (A)

US 2018157 (A)

US 1681627 (A)

Patent No.

1960

1956

1954

1952

1943

1940

1935

1928

Year

berry cleaner and washer

manually adjustable grader

adjustable sorter with rails and endless band with pyramid pads

The aim of patent
ripe berries settle in the bottom of the tank, berries
are removed with conveyor
cleaning and washing apparatus with power driven drum.
berry cleaner with fan, inclined conveyors, grading belt
and automatic container filler.
washing with water sprays, endless belts to carry berries,
freezer, equally diverged belts.
apparatus to remove foreign particles from berries without
immersing them into water
grader

grapes

berries (raspberries)

unknown

potatoes, other round objects

Dorter (1975)
McClure and Rohrbach
(1981)
Sinelnikov et al. (1981)

McLauchlan (1970)

Bertz (1960)

Packman (1956)

Table 1. Extract from relevant patents.

GB 745730 (A)
1970

fruits (blueberries)

fish

green peanuts
different types of fruit
(blueberry)
fruit and bulbous plants

fruits e.g. plums

berries, buckthorn

Yealands (1998)

Magnusson et al. (1998)

Van der Poel (1998)

Kilgour and Bruce (1984)

Evett (1943)

mussels

berries and fruits

adjustable grader solution with ridged belts

Marijon (1954)

adjustable grading apparatus

McLauchlan (1952)

1998

berries

1998

US 2006 0162306 (A1)

WO 2006 120706 (A1)

2013

2009

2006

2006

belt sorter with adjustable roller

sorting area is formed by rolls

solution with support members and adjusting screwing members for grading system with ridged belts.
non-stationary deleafer apparatus with blade assembly

berries (blueberries)

small fruits

Olt and Soots (2013)

Pellene and Gialis (2009)

Magnusson and Ragnarsson
(2006)
Schloesser (2006)

Williamson (2006)

Willi and Stiefvater (2005)

Miedema (1993)

Johnson (1985)

WO 98 48951

adjustable size sorting apparatus with elastic conveyor bands

manually adjustable sorter

fruits, tubers

Reference

FR 1248240 (A)
1975

destemmer with rotatable drum
sorter with optical asynchronous detector, uses air jet sorting
system
grader

Sawyer (1928)

CA 842562 (A)
1981

berries

AU 5757373 (A)

1981

For which product

US 4279346 (A)

manually adjustable sorter with belts

Ezekiel (1940)

SU 822784 (A1)
1984

washer, to remove stems it uses discs with curved slots

William (1935)

GB 2140712 (A)
1985

method and device for sorting, adjustable slot between cords

berry washer, to remove stems is uses destemming rollers

blueberries

US 4542687 (A)
1998

1993

NZ 314846 (A)

2006

2005

US 2009 0057208 (A1)

103

dried peas, beans and berries

EP 0884113 (A1)

US 5203259 (A)

US 2006 0113224 (A1)

DE 10359369 (A1)

fruits
blueberries, cherries
and cherry tomatoes
delicate marine species
and fruits
vines

EE 05642 (B1)
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Fig. 1. Principle schematic of the NSPC

to receive harvested berry mixture from reception
container and to supply following NSPC part with
an even flow of berry mixture. Berry mixture layer
height on feed conveyor can be controlled by slot
height between reception conveyor and container.
Feed speed of the berry mixture to the next NSPC
step is controlled by the conveyor speed. Volume of
the container should be at least double the volume
of the collection box to ensure continuous berry
mixture flow onto the reception conveyor.
The next NSPC part should be remover of branches. Branches may cause jams in different NSPC parts
and so it is essential to remove them in the beginning of processing line. For example the Lakewood
Process Machinery (2015) produces branches removers where rollers with grooves are used to form
roller conveyor. Berries fall through slots between
rollers grooves and branches and bigger leaves are
transported over rollers to the rubbish container. A
similar solution can be used in the NSPC.
In the next phase of the NSPC light rubbish is removed from the harvested berry mixture. For that,
a blower cleaner is installed on the NSPC. In order
to prevent damaging the blueberries, berry mixture

should be transported through the blower cleaner
with wire belt conveyor to avoid blueberries falling
through. It is not reasonable to let the produced airflow from blower cleaner into the surrounding environment. Out-going airflow of the blower cleaner
can also be used to remove the saved field heat from
blueberries. Thus, air output from blower cleaner
should be directed into the side area under solar
radiation reflective tent, where the harvested and
processed blueberries are stored. To keep already
processed blueberries clean in the storage area, the
airflow from blower cleaner must be filtered, for example with mesh sieve. Cleaning of the filters should
be solved in such a way that there is no need to turn
off the blower cleaner, similar to the solution designed by the A&B Packing Equipment (2015).
The next NSPC stage should be sorting berries
by size. The sorter must be adjustable to ensure
that NSPC can be used with all blueberry cultivars
that can be cultivated in Estonia. Sorting method
should be simple to use for blueberry growers and
sorter parameters easily adjustable. Modern video
grading method may be too complicated for farmers and may increase the NSPC price so much that
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blueberry growers would lose interest to buy it.
In this study, the belt sorter was used. The idea of
sorting is to separate bigger blueberries from the
smaller ones. Blueberries could be sorted into two
or three fractions by their size. Smaller blueberries
are marketed in a frozen form in food industries
and bigger blueberries are marketed fresh.
To decrease labour of inspection conveyor worker,
the inclined conveyor should be used in the NSPC
to remove bruised berries and non-round rubbish
from fresh market berries. The working principle
of the inclined conveyor is that round shaped objects are rolling off from conveyor to the picking
table and non-round objects are transported with
conveyor to the rubbish box. Conveyor and screens
around the conveyor should be covered with soft
material to avoid bruising of the berries.
Inspection conveyor is a part of the NSPC where
remaining trash and low quality blueberries are handpicked from the fresh market berries. After inspection conveyor fresh market berries are collected in
boxes and they are moved to the storing area. As the
work in this part of the NSPC is performed manually by a worker, the inspection conveyor must be ergonomically built. For example, its width must be in
accordance with the worker forward reach distance.
If the picking table height of 100 cm above the floor
is considered, the conveyor should not be wider than
37 cm (Putz-Anderson 1988; Konz, Johnson
2000). Inspection conveyor should also be provided
with lighting to operate in darker conditions.
All the separate parts of the NSPC should be
adjustable to ensure flexibility, to use slower line
speeds at the beginning of processing in order to
make fine adjustments and to ensure the NSPC
max. processing quality. More specifically adjustable should be the horizontality of NSPC, berry mixture layer height on feed conveyor; feed conveyor
speed, blower cleaner wire belt conveyor speed,
air flow from blower cleaner, belt conveyor speed
that forms belt sorter, belt sorter gap size between
belts, inclined conveyor speed, inclined conveyor
slope and inspection conveyor speed. The principle
schema for the NSPC is given in Fig. 1.
Three workers are needed to run the NSPC and,
in cases where blueberries that are marketed fresh
are packed on the field, one extra worker is needed.
It must also be kept in mind that the NSPC works in
outdoor environment, so all electrical and mechanical systems should have protection against potential damage from moisture and water. To evaluate

the water loss of harvested blueberries, the weight
of processed blueberries in their collection boxes
should be measured. It would be advantageous to
determine a fixed weight for all boxes to simplify
the monitoring of weight loss.
The main reason for developing NSPC was the lack
of a suitable technological solution that could process
blueberries from small or medium-size blueberry
farms. Also, it helps to increase the use of machine
harvesters and, which increases the productivity at
farms where blueberries are normally handpicked.
The expected benefits of the utilisation of the proposed NSPC in the blueberry farms are in economical
savings and processing speed. If blueberries are processed on the field, the transportation chain is shorter
and costs for that are lower too. Berries that are marketed fresh can be transported directly from field to
the grocery store or market. Rubbish that is removed
from berries can be left on the field as a fertilizer,
which also helps to save money on rubbish transportation and utilisation. As the work with the NSPC is
seasonal in Estonia, it is reasonable that the NSPC
owner would rent it out to other blueberry growers to
shorten the NSPC payback period.
CONCLUSION
In this research, the principle structure of the
non-stationary processing centre (NSPC) for postharvest processing of blueberries at small or medium-sized blueberry farms is proposed. In the development of the NSPC, various different blueberry
post-harvest factors that influence berry quality have
been considered, in order to find suitable technical
solutions for processing blueberries. All processing
operations may cause unintended harm to blueberries, so the proposed NSPC includes only essential
processing operations in order to ensure quality of
the blueberries. For further research, real tests with
the NSPC are required to find out how much it affects blueberry quality and how large its economic
gains for blueberry growers really were.
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SUMMARY
One area of post-harvesting processing for berries, where the process concerns
technology, is the fractioning of berries by size. Nowadays, a large amount of
complex machinery is involved in this job. The hi-tech solutions that are
generally in use are too expensive for the smaller farms. A more affordable
solution for processing berries is to use a simple solution like belt sorters.
Unfortunately, the opportunities to be able to use belt sorters are limited. In
order to increase the functionality of the belt sorter, the fractioning slot width
between belts must be adjustable. The main objective of this study was to
conduct fractioning tests using a patented belt sorter with a smoothly
adjustable belt drum and study belt sorter in a working situation using real
blueberries. Fractioning tests were carried out at five regulation levels. With
each test blueberries were divided into three fractions according to their size.
In order to identify the uniformity of the fractionation process, the diameter
and height of the blueberries were measured in each fraction. Data obtained
were analysed according to the fractioning rules that have been introduced in
this paper. The results showed that the belt sorter prototype with its smoothly
adjustable belt drum was effective, with an overall fractioning uniformity of
82.67%. The most problematic area concerned the uniformity of the fraction of
larger blueberries. The decrease in the uniformity of the fraction for larger
blueberries was connected to the increase of a fractioning slot width between
the belts. Fractioning uniformity could further be improved with a longer
sorting area for the belt sorter and also with a new technical solution to help
separate blueberries that are stuck to each other.
Keywords: blueberry, post-harvest treatment, belt sorter, adjustable belt drum.

INTRODUCTION
Harvested berries contain a mixture of berry sizes if harvesting was carried out with a
berry rake or berry harvesting machine (Arak & Olt, 2014; Käis & Olt, 2010). Post-harvest
processing of berries needs to take into account their shape, geometric dimensions, mass,
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volume, density, elasticity, colour, aerodynamic characteristics and friction properties
(Bower & Rohrbach, 1976; Brown et al., 1996; Rohrbach et al., 1982; Rolle et al., 2015; Soots et
al., 2014). In order to be able to fractionate berries by size, their geometric dimensions must
be measured before they can be fractionated according to the rules for fractioning. For
example, a fractioning rule for blueberries can be established in which all blueberries with a
diameter below 8 mm are designated as being for food industries and any that are above 8
mm are designated as being for food stores (Starast et al., 2005). A widely used solution for
fractioning is the use of a belt sorter during which berries are fractionated according to the
setting of the fractioning slot width between belts. When changing the variety of berry being
sorted, the belt sorter’s fractioning slot width between belts needs to be readjusted, which
may be a time-consuming and troublesome process (Soots et al., 2014). Estonian University
of Life Sciences has developed two patented technical solutions for a smoothly adjustable
belt drum which are described in patent EE05642 B1, (2012) (which hereinafter is referred to
as the 1st generation solution), and in patent application P201400049, (2014) (which
hereinafter is referred to as the 2nd generation solution). In Soots et al., (2014) it was
discovered that the smoothly adjustable belt drum of the 1st generation solution (patent
EE05642 B1, 2012) had problems with the belt pulley’s backlash relative to the fixing point,
something that was causing fractionation non-uniformity. The backlash concerned was
caused by a constructional particularity in which the belt pulleys were fixed to the key
structure at one point (Soots et al., 2014). To be able to solve this problem, a new patented
technical solution was introduced in patent application P201400049, (2014). In Soots et al.,
(2016) comparisons were made between the smoothly adjustable belt drums of both 1st and
2nd generation solutions. The results showed that the maximum backlash of the belt pulleys
relative to the fixing point for the 2nd generation solution was smaller than that of the 1st
generation solution by 8.26 mm on average, but the backlash between two neighbouring belt
pulleys of the 2nd generation solution was greater than that of the 1st generation solution by
0.31 mm on average (Soots et al., 2016). In the same paper it was found that the prototyping
method for components of the key structure in the smoothly adjustable belt drum of the 2nd
generation solution was not suitable. More precisely, components of the key structure in the
smoothly adjustable belt drum of the 2nd generation solution were 3D printed using fused
deposit modelling (FDM) technology, and this technology did not ensure a smooth thread
surface finish (Soots et al., 2016). In addition, the clearance between components of the key
structure in the smoothly adjustable belt drum of the 2nd generation solution was not
sufficient (Soots et al., 2016). The problems mentioned here will cause belt sorter
fractionation non-uniformity, and these problems need to be solved.
The main objective of the research presented in the paper was to conduct fractioning tests
using a patented belt sorter with a smoothly adjustable belt drum and a study belt sorter in a
working situation using real blueberries. Building and testing experimental prototypes is the
part of the concept development phase in product development (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2000).
When compared to previous work, in which components of the key structure of the smoothly
adjustable belt drum of the 2nd generation solution was 3D printed, in this study these
components were manufactured using CNC milling and turning.

METHODS
Before conducting the fractioning tests, the backlash between two neighbouring belt
pulleys and the backlash of these belt pulleys relative to the fixing point were measured in
order to determine whether the use of CNC-milled and turned components in the key
structure resulted in smaller backlashes with belt pulleys than similar backlashes using 3D
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printed components. When it came to taking measurements, the same method was used as in
Soots et al., (2016). According to Soots et al., (2016), both backlash values must be under 0.5
mm.
After measuring the aforementioned backlash values, the smoothly adjustable belt drum
of the 2nd generation solution, with a key structure that used CNC-milled and turned
components, was installed onto the belt sorter prototype that was used in our previous study
(Soots et al., 2014). The most important technical parameters for the belt sorter prototype are
given in Table 1.
Fractioning tests were carried out at five regulation levels, and the fractioning slot width
between belts (the measuring points are shown on the test scheme given in Fig 1) for every
regulation level is given in Table 2.
Table 1 Technical parameters for the belt sorter prototype
0.12 m s-1
758 mm
233 mm
281 mm
406 mm
10 mm
17 pcs
16 pcs

Belt linear speeds
Length of the sorting area
Sorting area width at measuring point A1
Sorting area minimum width at measuring point A3
Sorting area maximum width at measuring point A3
Belts diameter
Number of belts used
Number of fractioning slots

A2

A3

Input
A1
Cover cloth

Third fraction

First fraction

Second fraction

Figure 1 Test scheme
Table 2 Measuring results for fractioning slot widths
Measuring
position
A1
A2
A3

Test 1
4.05
5.41
6.59

Fractioning slot widths between belts W, mm
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
4.05
4.05
4.05
4.05
6.11
7.37
8.19
9.0
8.07
10.64
11.70
14.08
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As part of this study, fractioning tests were carried out with a mixture of wild blueberries
and cultivated lowbush blueberries. Blueberries are in high demand and which can
successfully be cultivated in Estonia (Strik, 2005; Starast at al., 2009). Blueberries were
harvested two days before the fractioning tests were carried out, and a total of 7 kg of
blueberries was used. Blueberries were divided using the belt sorter into three fractions
depending on their size. After each fractioning test, a total of twenty blueberries were
selected randomly from each fraction and the diameter D and height H of each blueberry
was measured. Measurements were made using the Mitutoyo Ablsolut AOS Digimatic
calliper (code no 500-161-30) with an accuracy of ±0.02 mm. The data obtained were analysed
using MS Excel software. Due to the fact that the shape of blueberries is not evenly round,
the diameter and height were analysed separately. A fraction uniformity of 90% was
considered to be the minimum permissible scenario. In addition, a clearance C of ±0.5 mm for
the height and diameter of blueberries was considered permissible. Something that also had
to be defined was whether or not the blueberry must be of a certain fraction, so for the sake
of this the following fractioning rules were established for use in data analysis. The first
fraction pass rules are as follows:
H ≤ WA2,n + C and D > WA2,n + C
H > WA2,n + C and D ≤ WA2,n + C
H ≤ WA2,n + C and D ≤ WA2,n + C
where: n is a test figure.
The first fraction fail rule is as follows:
H > WA2,n + C and D > WA2,n + C
The second fraction pass rules are as follows:
H ≥ WA2,n - C and D ≥ WA2,n - C and H ≤ WA3,n + C and D ≤ WA3,n + C
H ≥ WA2,n - C and D ≥ WA2,n - C and H > WA3,n + C and D ≤ WA3,n + C
H ≥ WA2,n - C and D ≥ WA2,n - C and H ≤ WA3,n + C and D > WA3,n + C
The second fraction fail rules are as follows:
H < WA2,n - C and D < WA2,n - C
H < WA2,n - C and D ≥ WA2,n - C
H ≥ WA2,n - C and D < WA2,n - C
H > WA3,n + C and D > WA3,n + C
The third fraction pass rule is this:
H ≥ WA3,n - C and D ≥ WA3,n - C
The third fraction fail rule is this:
H < WA3,n - C and D ≥ WA3,n - C
H ≥ WA3,n - C and D < WA3,n - C
H < WA3,n - C and D < WA3,n - C
For example, according to the third fraction pass rule, each blueberry that has a height
and diameter that is greater or equal than that of the fractioning slot width between belts W
minus the permissible clearance of 0.5 mm at measuring point A3 at test n must be of the
third fraction. However, when one or both dimensions are smaller, then the blueberry must
be graded into another fraction. In cases in which a blueberry is in the fractioning slot in such
a way that its greater dimension is parallel to that of the fractioning slot width between belts
then the blueberry will be sorted incorrectly. In order to avoid that problem, the cover cloth
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shown in Fig 1 was installed above the belts. The main idea behind the use of the cover cloth
was to roll blueberries that are on the belts and to separate any blueberries that may be stuck
together.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Backlash, mm

The measuring results for backlash between the smoothly adjustable belt drum of two
neighbouring belt pulleys of the 2nd generation solution with 3D printed and CNC-milled
and turned key structure components are given in Fig 2.

3
2
1
0
FDM

CNC

FDM

0

CNC

FDM

6

CNC
10

Slot width between belt pulleys, mm
Figure 2 Backlash between the smoothly adjustable belt drum of two
neighbouring belt pulleys of the 2nd generation solution with 3D printed (FDM)
and CNC-milled and turned (CNC) key structure components

The 2nd generation solution smoothly adjustable belt drum with its CNC-milled and
turned key structure components has a smaller backlash between two neighbouring belt
pulleys when it comes to all of the belt pulley slot widths that were tested, and this decreased
by an average of 0.23 mm. With 3D printed and CNC-milled and turned key structure
components, the increase in the backlash between two neighbouring belt pulleys was
connected to an increase in the slot width between the belt pulleys of the smoothly adjustable
belt drum. Test results showed that the backlash in the smoothly adjustable belt drum for the
2nd generation solution between two neighbouring belt pulleys was below the permissible
maximum value of 0.5 mm when using CNC-milled and turned key structure components
and when the belt pulley slot width was at 0 mm and 6 mm.

Backlash, mm

The measuring results for the belt pulley backlash in the smoothly adjustable belt drum of
the 2nd generation solution relative to the fixing point using 3D printed and CNC-milled and
turned components for key structure are given in Fig 3.

4
3
2
1
0
FDM

CNC

Figure 3 Belt pulley backlash relative to the fixing point for the 2nd generation
solution’s smoothly adjustable belt drum using 3D printed (FDM) and CNC-milled
and turned (CNC) key structure components, with a belt pulley slot width of 6 mm
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The average belt pulley backlash relative to the fixing point increased by 0.3 mm with
CNC-milled and turned key structure components when compared to the 3D printed key
structure components. The average belt pulley backlash from the 2nd generation solution’s
smoothly adjustable belt drum relative to the fixing point of 1.78 mm was over the
permissible value of 0.5 mm, and no positive effect was achieved with CNC-milled and
turned key structure components. In future work, clearances for the smoothly adjustable belt
drum’s key structure components need to be clarified.

Fractionation
uniformity, %

When considering previously recorded fractioning pass and failure rules, the overall
fractionation uniformity figures are shown in Fig 4.

100
50
0
1

2

3
Test, n

4

5

Figure 4 Overall fractionation uniformity

Fraction
uniformity, %

Overall fractionation uniformity was at 82.67%. The decrease of fractionation uniformity
was connected to an increase of the fractioning slot width between belts W at the measuring
point A3. The best results showed up in Test 1 in which the average fractionation uniformity
was at 100% and the most problematical was Test 5, where the average fractionation
uniformity was at 61.67%. In order to be able to study fractionation uniformity in more
depth, the fraction uniformity for all tests that are carried out are given separately in Fig 5.

100
First fraction
50
Second fraction
0

Third fraction
1

2

3
4
Test, n

5

Figure 5 Fraction uniformity

The uniformity of the first fraction results fulfils the permissible lowest value in all
fractioning tests. The uniformity of the second fraction did not fulfil the permissible lowest
value in Tests 2 (85%) and 5 (75%). The most problematical of the tests were those that
involved third fraction uniformity. This was the reason why more detailed analysis needed
to be carried out.
Third fraction uniformity was fully acceptable in Tests 1 (100%) and 2 (90%) but, for
example, Test 5 showed a third fraction uniformity figure that was only 10%. Such a low
result required more attention, and a much more detailed analysis regarding the third
fraction in Test 5 is shown on Fig 6.
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Figure 6 Third fraction composition in Test 5

Blueberries that fail to meet the third fraction pass rule can be divided into two groups:
the first one in which blueberries have a smaller diameter or height and the second one in
which blueberries have a smaller diameter and height. In order to study blueberries of a
smaller diameter or height in conjunction with the third fraction, a calculation that will help
evaluate the influence of belt pulley backlash relative to the fixing point where this was
below the desired maximum value of 0.5 mm for third fraction uniformity can be made.
When the maximum backlash value relative to the fixing point (3 mm) is subtracted from the
fractioning slot width between belts W (14.08 mm) at measuring point A3 in Test 5, then the
third fraction uniformity figure will be 60%, and will also still be under the minimum
permissible value of 90%. The most problematical area of third fraction tests are blueberries
that have a smaller diameter and height. Both dimensions of these blueberries are smaller
than the fractioning slot width between belts W, and they should drop freely. Results show
that, in addition to the inadequate belt pulley backlash relative to the fixing point, there were
others factors that affected third fraction uniformity. The authors suggest that the most likely
fraction uniformity figures were also influenced by the belt sorter prototype having too short
a sorting area, as well as the insufficient effect of the cover cloth which led to a situation in
which any blueberries that failed to meet the third fraction pass rule were still carried onto
the third fraction because they managed to stick to bigger blueberries.

CONCLUSION
When compared to previous studies, it can be concluded that the tested adjustable 2nd
generation solution smoothly adjustable belt drum with CNC-milled and turned components
for the key structure was acting better in a working situation than were the 3D printed key
structure components, mainly due to a smaller backlash between two neighbouring belt
pulleys that was below the permissible maximum value of 0.5 mm. The belt pulley backlash
relative to the fixing point for the 2nd generation solution’s smoothly adjustable belt drum
with CNC-milled and turned key structure components was greater than with 3D printed
key structure components and was not below the permissible maximum value of 0.5 mm.
According to the fractioning test results that have been obtained and problems that have so
far been revealed, the authors would like to propose several future improvements. Firstly, to
avoid any of the problems with fraction uniformity that were revealed in this study, the
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sorting of blueberries should be conducted immediately after harvesting and blueberries
should be sorted only once in order to avoid any spoilage of the blueberries. Secondly, in the
future a more suitable solution to separate blueberries that are stuck together must be
developed instead of using a cover cloth for this purpose. This development also helps to
maintain the protective natural layer on the blueberries. Thirdly, the belt pulley backlash
relative to the fixing point has to be reduced in order to fulfil the desired maximum value of
0.5 mm. Fourthly, to increase the fractioning uniformity, additional tests should be
conducted in order to determine the optimal length of the belt sorter’s sorting area.
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Abstract. Belt sorters are used to sort different type of objects according by their size. Making
belt sorter easily and quickly adjustable in desired range has positive influence on it’s
functionality and productivity. One solution for that is to use one or more adjustable belt drums.
This option allows to change the distance between belts evenly and through this change the mesh
size so to speak. Greater benefits will be obtained if belt drum is smoothly adjustable. The aim of
this research paper is to compare technical peculiarities of two patented technical solutions for
smoothly adjustable drum and identify if the newer has benefits compared with the older one. In
this study comparative tests are performed using real prototypes. Both prototypes have key
structure that determine the range of their adjustability. Prototype with older technical solution
contains CNC milled key structure and prototype with improved solution contains 3D printed key
structure. Prototype’s mechanical parameters like belt pulleys backlash relative to the fixing
point, backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys and required torque to regulate slot width
between belt pulleys are studied. Also, it is considered how both technical solutions influence the
sorting quality. During this study different measuring instruments are used included laser scanner.
Obtained results are used to develop better and more reliable technical solution for belt sorters
that can be used in berry processing lines.
Key words: agricultural engineering, post–harvest treatment, berry sorter, blueberry, product
development.

INTRODUCTION
Belt sorter with adjustable fractioning slot has wider utilisation range than belt
sorter without that function. For example, when sorting berries then it is possible to use
adjustable sorter for different berry varieties or to adjust berry fraction size by customer
needs. Thus, it will increase utilisation possibilities of berries’ post–harvest processing
lines with belt sorters like Lakewood Process Machinery (2014) produces (Olt, 2015;
Soots & Olt, 2016). Belt sorter sorting area is formed by belts that are placed on drums.
Drums should have rabbets on their sides to fixate belts in the right position thus
determining fractioning slot width between belts. The idea of making belt sorter
adjustable is to distribute belt pulleys’ rabbets evenly along the axis of drum. This can
be done using one or more smoothly adjustable drums. For the belt sorter to be applicable
in practice, the adjusting process should be fast, easy and uniform.
According to our previous research (Soots et al., 2014) technical solution, that is
described in patent EE05642 B1 (hereinafter referred to as 1st generation), has problems
with belt pulleys’ backlash relative to the fixing point in a work situation. It causes
changes in fractioning slot width between belts and that affects uniformity of sorted
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fractions (Soots et al., 2014). 1st generation has a technical flaw which may cause this
problem. More precisely, the key structure in 1st generation is steering shaft (patent
EE05642 B1, 2013). Steering shaft moves and fixes belt pulleys on pipe–shaped casing.
Steering shaft has right–hand and left–hand guiding grooves with variable step. Every
belt pulley is connected to the steering shaft through the longitudinal opening in pipe–
shaped casing with a single bolt in such a way that the tip of the bolt reaches inside the
guiding groove of the steering shaft (patent EE05642 B1, 2013; Soots et al., 2014). The
problem of the backlash comes from the fact that every belt pulley is connected to the
steering shaft by only one bolt. This problem could be solved by adding extra fixing
points to each pulley. Unfortunately, it cannot be done in the case of 1 st generation
because guiding grooves will overlap each other and that may cause malfunctions during
adjustment.
To solve this problem, new and improved technical solution was developed. This
2nd generation technical construction is described in patent application P201400049 (in
press). If the key structure in the 1st generation construction is a single-piece steering
shaft with guiding grooves to move and fix belt pulleys, then the key structure in the 2nd
generation construction contains whole set of cores and sleeves (see Fig. 1) that allow to
adjust distance between belt pulleys evenly.

Figure 1. 2nd generation core and sleeve cross-section view.

Beside the need to improve how belt pulleys move and fix, the pipe–shaped casing
production technology needs improvement too. The pipe–shaped casing with one
longitudinal opening of the 1st generation construction is made of welded cold drawn
cylinder steel tube. Reason for using this kind of tube is that the tube’s inner and outer
surface must be smooth and dimensionally accurate. When the longitudinal opening was
milled in the tube, the diameter of the tube increased in the middle of tube probably due
to internal stress. This causes a need to remove extra material with turning to ensure
accurate and even outer diameter of the tube.
The aim of this research is to compare technical differences of the two patented
technical solutions for smoothly adjustable drum and identify if the newer construction
has any benefits compared to the older one. To accomplish this, following steps were
taken and measurements done:
1. Prototyping 2nd generation core and sleeve.
2. Performing stress relieving annealing for pipe–shaped casing before milling
longitudinal openings and determining outer diameter change.
3. Measuring backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys.
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4. Measuring belt pulleys backlash relative to the fixing point when belt pulleys
are fixed at one point.
5. Measuring the torque that is required to regulate slot width between belt pulleys.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For tests, prototypes of both generations are required. 1st generation remained from
our previous research (Soots et al., 2014), but 2nd generation prototype was specifically
manufactured for the purposes of this research.
Prototyping core and sleeve for 2nd generation
2nd generation core and sleeve given in Fig. 1 were manufactured by 3D printing.
3D printing is widely used for this kind of rapid prototyping (Wu et al., 2015). 3D
printing has many different technologies but in this case fused deposit modelling (FDM)
3D printing was used. This technology was chosen due to its ability to manufacture
complex parts quickly and easily with modest costs. The idea of FDM technology is to
create details layer by layer with thermoplastic filament (Palermo, 2013; Wu et al., 2015;
Stratasys Ltd., 2016). In this research Stratasys uPrint SE Plus was used and the printing
layer height was 0.254 mm (Stratasys Ltd., 2016). Reason why this 3D printer was
chosen is that it allows to print soluble support material in addition to the basic material.
3D printing doesn’t allow to print in the air and protruding parts of the details need to be
supported from below. Many FDM technology 3D printers print the parts and required
supports using the same material and after printing, supports are removed mechanically
thus, the detail surface quality may decrease. With Stratasys uPrint SE Plus 3D printer
the supports are printed with soluble material that are later removed in a special cleaning
machine. In this research Stratasys WaveWash support cleaning system was used to
remove supports from core and sleeve. To ensure core rotational movement in the
sleeves, clearance of 0.25 mm between the printed parts was chosen for 3D printing
(Peets, 2016).
Pipe–shaped casing manufacturing
2nd generation pipe–shaped casing is made of welded cold drawn cylinder tube that
is made of steel E355 (Novero S.P.A., 2016). Inner diameter of the used tube is 70 mm
and outer diameter 80 mm, according to manufacturer’s certificate (Novero S.P.A.,
2016). While 1st generation pipe–shaped casing has just one longitudinal opening,
2ndgeneration casing has three openings in order to add the extra belt pulleys’ fixing
points to the regulating element. Before milling the longitudinal openings in pipe–shaped
casing, the stress relieving annealing was performed. According to material certificate,
this must be done at temperature 580–630 °C and holding time of 1–2 min per mm of
plate thickness, but holding time must be at least 30 min (Fischer et al, 2010;
ThyssenKrupp, 2016). The thermal treatment was done at the local aluminium casting
workshop at 450 °C with duration of 4.5 hours. After the thermal treatment and milling,
the pipe–shaped casing’s outer diameter was measured with Nikon measuring arm
MCAx20 combined with laser scanner MMDx50. According to Nikon Metrology NV,
2016, accuracy of this laser scanning system is 50 µm. Obtained results were processed
with Nikon Focus software. Outer diameter was measured in five places on the tube.
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First measurement was taken 3 mm from the beginning of the tube, following four
measurements with 130 mm increments.
In addition to thermal treatment of the pipe–shaped casing, changes in the
construction of longitudinal openings were also made. Compared to 1st generation, the
2nd generation pipe–shaped casing has two small bridges in between each longitudinal
opening as it is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Bridges in between longitudinal openings (1 – longitudinal openings; 2 – bridges;
3 – opening for middle belt pulley fixing element).

This improvement in construction of the longitudinal opening should guarnatee that
the outer diameter remains constant after milling longitudinal openings even if the
thermal treatment has not fully relieved the inner stress of the casing.
Backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys
Backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys was measured with Mitutoyo
Absolut AOS Digimatic Caliper (code no 500–161–30) with accuracy ± 0.02 mm
(Mitutoyo, 2016). Measurements were made at minimum, medium and maximum slot
width (0, 6 and 10 mm, respectively) with both generations. 1st generation prototype has
23 belt pulleys and 2nd generation prototype has 17 belt pulleys.
Belt pulleys’ backlash relative to the fixing point
Belt pulleys’ backlash relative to the fixing point when belt pulleys are fixed at one
point was measured. This is the biggest problem with 1st generation construction (Soots
et al., 2014). Measurements were made using Mitutoyo Absolut AOS Digimatic Caliper
(code no 500–161–30) with accuracy ± 0.02 mm (Mitutoyo, 2016). Measurements were
taken in medium slot width, where slot width between belt pulleys is 6 mm. In case of
1st generation construction, each belt pulley has one fixing point to the steering shaft and
measurements were taken at the opposite side of fixing points. In case of 2nd generation
construction, each belt pulley has three fixing points to the sleeve and measurements
were taken at the opposite side of each fixing point.
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Required torque to regulate slot width between belt pulleys
Required torque to regulate the slot width between belt pulleys must be determined
in such a way that torque, rotational speed of the regulating lever, and angle of rotation
can be measured continuously at the same time. Tests were carried out with tensile
testing system Instron 5969, 1 kN load cell was used. Picture of the test setup to measure
required torque to regulate slot width between belt pulleys is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Picture of the test setup to measure required torque to regulate slot width between belt
pulleys.

As it is shown in Fig. 3, smoothly adjustable drum is fixed to the base of tensile
testing system. Regulating lever of drum is connected via grip to steel hawser. Diameter
of the regulating lever is 29.90 mm for 1st generation and 30.09 mm for 2nd generation
construction. For tests, tensile speeds of 30 mm min-1 and 130 mm min-1 were used.
When converted to the rotational speeds of the handle, 1st generation handle rotational
speeds are 0.32 min-1 and 1.384 min-1 and 2nd generation handle rotational speeds are
0.318 min-1 and 1.376 min-1. Handle rotation scope for 1st generation is 340 deg and for
2nd generation is 215 deg. All tests were performed without belts and without any force
on belt pulleys.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prototyping core and sleeve for 2nd generation
2nd generation 3D printed core and sleeve are shown in Fig. 4. In the figure also
support material (white) can be seen.

Figure 4. 2nd generation 3D printed core and sleeve.
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Results show that used 3D printing technology is suitable for function testing. With
used FDM technology, parts are printed layer by layer and threads’ surfaces are not
smooth. They remind little steps as can be seen in Fig. 4. The smaller is thickness of the
printed layer - the smaller are the steps. The used 3D printer allows to use minimal layer
thickness of 0.254 mm, so the steps are 0.254 mm high. This affects parts surface
roughness and thereby core movement inside the sleeves.
Chosen clearance between the printed parts was sufficient to obtain movement
between them and only minor mechanical polishing and oil lubrication was required.
Pipe–shaped casing manufacturing
The results of outer diameter measurements of the pipe–shaped casing are shown
in Fig. 5.

0.160
0.143
0.126
0.109
0.092
0.076
0.059
0.042
0.025
0.008
0.008
0.025
0.042
0.059
0.076
0.092
0.109
0.126
0.143
0.160

A

79.838 mm

B

79.793 mm

C

Longitudinal
openings

79.808 mm

D

79.902 mm

E

79.999 mm

Middle belt pulley
fixing point

Figure 5. Determination of outer diameter of the pipe–shaped casing.

According to the pipe manufacturer’s certificate nominal outer diameter of the pipe
is 80 mm, tolerances are not given. All the obtained results stayed below that value and
did not show any increase of outer diameter in the middle of longitudinal openings
(Fig. 5 measurements in points B and D) compared to the middle and ends of pipeshaped casing.
Backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys
Results of the tests where backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys was
measured are shown in Figs 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. 1st generation backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys.
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Figure 7. 2nd generation backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys.

Results of tests where backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys where
measured shows that:
1. 1st generation backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys is smaller than that
nd
of 2 generation.
a. at minimum slot width between belt pulleys, 1st generation average backlash
between two neighboring belt pulleys is 0 mm. In case of 2nd generation,
average backlash is 0.40 mm at the same conditions.
b. at average slot width between belt pulleys, 1st generation average backlash
between two neighboring belt pulleys is 0.42 mm. In case of 2nd generation,
average backlash is 0.61 mm at the same conditions.
c. at maximum slot width between belt pulleys, 1st generation average backlash
between two neighboring belt pulleys is 0.36 mm. In case of 2nd generation,
average backlash is 0.74 mm at the same conditions.
2. 2nd generation the outermost belt pulley’s backlash relative to the middle one
depends on the backlashes of other belt pulleys that are between them. This is due to the
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constructional peculiarities of II generation. Particularly, that outermost sleeve is
connected to the middle sleeve through all cores and sleeves between them and the
clearances of all the threads accumulate.
3. 1st generation outermost belt pulley backlash relative to the middle one doesn’t
depend on backlash of other belt pulleys because every thread is independent on a single
solid steering shaft.
4. In case of both generations, average backlashes between two neighboring belt
pulleys depend on the slot width between belt pulleys.

Backlash, mm

Belt pulleys backlash relative to the fixing point
Test results for belt pulleys backlash relative to the fixing point are given in the
Figs 8 and 9.
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Figure 8. 1st generation belt pulleys backlash with medium slot width, measured at the opposite
side of belt pulley fixing point.
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Figure 9. 2nd generation belt pulleys backlash with medium slot width, measured at three
opposite sides of belt pulleys fixing points.

that:

Obtained test results about belt pulleys backlash relative to the fixing point show
1. 1st generation belt pulleys’ backlash (maximum 10.57 mm) is greater than 2 nd
generation (maximum 2.31 mm).
2. 1st generation belt pulleys’ backlash decreases away from the middle of pipe–
shaped casing where the middle belt pulley is fixed.
3. 2nd generation belt pulleys’ backlash increases away from the middle of pipe–
shaped casing where the middle belt pulley is fixed.
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Required torque to regulate slot width between belt pulleys
Test results for required torque to regulate slot width between belt pulleys are
shown in Figs 10–13. Handle position of 0 deg in Figs 10 and 12 indicates minimum slot
width between belt pulleys. In Figs 11 and 13 the 0 deg indicates maximum slot width
between belt pulleys. While Figs 10–13 show the shape of curves, Fig. 14 shows the
summarized results from tests.
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Figure 10. Required torque to increase the slot width between belt pulleys for 1st generation with
two regulating speeds.
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Figure 11. Required torque to decrease the slot width between belt pulleys for 1st generation with
two regulating speeds.
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Figure 12. Required torque to increase the slot width between belt pulleys for 2nd generation with
two regulating speeds.
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Figure 13. Required torque to decrease the distance between belt pulleys for 2 nd generation with
two regulating speeds.
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Figure 14. Summarized results for required torque to regulate the slot width between belt pulleys.

Obtained test results for required torque to regulate slot width between belt pulleys
show that:
1. With 1st generation the required torque to regulate is maximum at the medium
slot width when decreasing or increasing the slot width between belt pulleys.
2. With 2nd generation the required torque to regulate is stepped because the thread
surfaces of 3D printed parts are also stepped, not smooth. Every step starts with smooth
rise and ends with rapid decrease.
3. According to test results the 2nd generation maximum required torque for
regulate is higher than 1st generation. With 2nd generation 6.35 Nm is required when
increasing slot width at rotational speed 0.318 rpm but with 1st generation 4.01 Nm is
required when increasing slot width at rotational speed 0.32 rpm.
4. Mean required torque to regulate is smaller with 2nd generation in both regulating
directions and with both rotational speeds.
5. 2nd generation required torque to regulate dispersion is bigger than it is with 1 st
generation with both regulating speeds and direction as it is presented in Table 1 (rawdata is obtained from Instron tensile testing system and standard deviation is calculated
in MS Excel).
6. For both generation faster regulating speed decreases required torque to regulate
dispersion and it’s maximum value.
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Table 1. Standard deviations of required torque for regulating distance between belt pulleys at
different regulating speeds for 1st and 2nd generation

1st gen decreasing
0.32
rpm

Standard
0.79
deviation, σ

1.384
rpm
0.75

2nd gen decreasing 1st gen increasing
0.318
rpm

1.376
rpm

0.32
rpm

1.384
rpm

2nd gen increasing
0.318
rpm

1.376
rpm

1.04

1.00

0.84

0.72

1.23

0.82

In conclusion, it can be said that 2nd generation fixes the biggest problem that 1st
generation has. 1st generation belt pulleys’ backlash relative to the fixing point is a
maximum of 10.57 mm but 2nd generation has a maximum belt pulleys’ backlash relative
to the fixing point of 2.31 mm. Desired backlash relative to the fixing point should be
maximum of 0.5 mm at all slot widths. But on the other hand 2nd generation has some
new problems. Test results show that the technology that is used to prototype core and
sleeve for 2nd generation don’t suit very well in this case and more suitable technology
must be used. It is essential to ensure smooth thread surface finish and smaller clearance
between core and sleeve threads to avoid the accumulating backlash between two
neighboring belt pulleys and ensure more even and lower required torque to regulate slot
width between belt pulleys. Because of required clearance between 3D printed parts,
backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys is bigger than it’s should be and it
depends on slot width between belt pulleys. Desired backlash between two neighboring
belt pulleys should be maximum of 0.5 mm and it should not be dependent on slot width
between belt pulleys. Decreasing clearance between core and sleeve will have positive
affect on belt pulleys backlash relative to the fixing point and especially on backlash
between two neighboring belt pulleys. Overall 2nd generation technical solution showed
promising results and has more potential than 1st generation.
CONCLUSION
This paper compares technical characteristics of two patented technical solutions
of smoothly adjustable drum and brings out their pros and cons. Main constructional
differences are:
1. 1st generation key structure is single one-piece steering shaft with right–hand
and left–hand guiding grooves with variable step while 2nd generation has multiple sets
of cores and sleeves to regulate distance between belt pulleys.
2. 2nd generation has improved pipe-shaped casing construction and preparation
method.
Named 2nd generation developments has following effects:
1. Two extra fixing points to every 2nd generation belt pulley to the key structure is
added compared to 1st generation.
2. The outer diameter of 2nd generation pipe–shaped casing’s is constant across it’s
length.
3. Belt pulleys’ average backlash relative to the fixing point of 2nd generation is
smaller. Maximum belt pulleys’ backlash relative to the fixing point decreased by 8.26
mm.
4. Backlash between two neighboring belt pulleys of 2nd generation is greater than
that of 1st generation and it depends on slot width between belt pulleys.
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5. Required torque to regulate slot width between belt pulleys of 2nd generation is
greater and stepped.
Results show that the last two negative effects of the 2nd generation are caused by
the peculiarities of the chosen prototyping method for the key structure and these can be
solved by using more suitable manufacturing method. Further research with 2nd
generation is necessary to study if these arguments are true.
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